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Chapter 1

Introduction

This report reviews progress at Carnegie Mellon from August 16,1991 to August 15, 1992 on research sponsored by
DARPA, DOD, monitored by the US Army Topographic Engineering Center under contract DACA 76-89-C-0014.
titled 'Perception for Outdoor Navigation". Pans of this work were also supported by a Hughes Fellowship, by a
DARPA Research Assistantship in Parallel Processing administered by the Institute for Advanced Computer Studies of
the University of Maryland, and by NSF, under NSF Contract BCS-9120655, titled "Annotated Maps for Autonomous
Underwater Vehicles".

During this third year of the contract, we have made continued progress in the area of machine perception for
outdoor mobile robots. We have built new algorithms (in sonar-based navigation, neural networks, and range data
analysis); we have built new systems that handle uncertainty, and have incorporated those systems into our annotated
maps; and we have been involved in a number of programmatic activities, including two thesis defenses and playing a
pivotal role in the development of the DARPA program in Unmanned Ground Vehicles.

The report begins with a summary of the year's activities and accomplishments, in this chapter. Chapter 2,
"Sonar-Based Outdoor Vehicle Navigation and Obstacle Avoidance", provides more details on the sonar-based map
building and driving. Chapter 3, 'Evaluation of 3-D Measurements From Imaging Laser Radars" reports on extensive
experiments conducted with our two laser range finders. Chapter 4, 'Progress in Neural Network-Based Vision for
Autonomous Robot Driving" reports in detail on our continued progress in autonomous on-road driving using simulated
neural nets. Finally, the last chapter, "Integrating Position Measurement and Image Understanding for Autonomous
Vehicle Navigation", provides a complete description of the design and implementation of the uncertainty filtering
algorithms that we have integrated with our navigation and perception modules.

1.1 Algorithms and Modules

Integrated System for 3D Range Sensing

The focus of this year's 3D sensing research has been integration. GANESHA is our new occupancy grid representation
for 3D objects. It has proven useful for integrating the range data collected by multiple sensors, including a sonar
array, a microwave radar sensor, and the ERIM scanning laser sensor. In this representation, when a 3D object is
detected by one or more sensors, the grid cell(s) corresponding to the object's position are marked as occupied, with
an annotation indicating which sensor(s) detected the object. If the object is detected more than once by the same
sensor or by multiple sensors, the mapping system increases a confidence value indicating the likelihood that the grid

1



2 ANNUAL REPORT 1992

cell is occupied. Chapter 2 describes the grid representation, and the results achieved using it to detect and avoid
obstacles, and to track continuous objects in the environment such as guard rails and rows of parked cars. Recently,
we have made preliminary experiments in integrating range information provided by our stereo vision system into the
occupancy grid representation.

In addition to merging data from multiple sensors, work this year in 3D range sensing has also addressed
integrating range sensing with other processing modules in structured environments. The highlight of this effort was a
demonstration that combined neural network-based vision for road following, sonar-based range sensing for obstacle
avoidance and following parallel to rows of parked cars, and ERIM-based landmark recognition. The combined system
was able to repeatedly drive around a busy parking lot, stop at stop signs and avoid dynamic obstacles. We have also
begun preliminary experiments in using the grid-based object representation for automatic parallel parking.

Laser Range Finder Data: Evaluation and Processing

We have been using range data from a laser range finder to find obstacles, to model terrain, and to recognize landmarks.
Obstacle detection is now an integral part of our navigation systems. We have also integrated in our systems the
mapping and matching of simple landmarks that can be represented by their locations. We are extending this work
to mapping and matching landmarks using more complete shape descriptions. The shape descriptions are built for
each object by using the range images collected as the vehicle travels. Once integrated in the annotated map system,
the landmark matching capability makes map-based navigation in complex environments possible by providing an
effect' 'e way of discriminating between landmarks, and an efficient way to compute vehicle pose relative to landmarks.
We have demonstrated the object modeling and matching usi'ig the Erim laser range finder on both Navlab I and Navlab
Il. We are integrating those capabilities into our navigatiorn systems.

In addition to research in range data processing, we have been investigating issues related to sensor performance.
Fast and reliable range data processing is critical for autonomous driving, both off-road and on-road. Our autonomous
driving performance is currently limited by the available range finding sensors. In order to quaittify those limitations,
and to better understand the performance of ouralgorithms, we have performed a series of experiments. The experiments
involve a detailed analysis of the performance of the scanner, adn the algorithms that process the scanner's data. They
provide us with useful information such as the size of detectable objects as a function of their range from the sensor.
The results from these experiments allow us to quantify the performance of our algorithms, and suggest methods of
improving them. The experiments also provide a baseline to guide the design of the next generation of range sensors.
For the mobile robot community, these experiments provide a reference benchmark on the performance of range data
analysis for navigation. As a related activity, we are starting to evaluate the use of passive stereo data in our algorithms.

Further information on laser range finder evaluation and performance can be found in Chapter 3.

Neural Networks for Autonomous Driving

The ALVINN neural network based driving system has achieved a number of milestones this year, including a new
speed record of 55 mph, and distance record of 21.2 miles of continuous autonomous driving. In order to achieve these
advances, a number algorithmic improvements to the ALVINN system have been required. One of the most important
is a new technique which allows ALVINN to learn to drive accurately from a very limited amount of training data.
Since ALVINN learns by observing only few minutes of human driving performance, ther are driving situations that
ALVINN is not exposed to during training, such as overtaking another car. Using simple symbolic models of how
these rare situations will appear, and then augmenting the training dam with artificial examples of these situations,
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ALVINN learns to handle them without problem. The details of this technique, and its impact on performance, are
described in Chapter 4.

Another major effort this year in the ALVINN system has been in the area of quantitative performance analysis.
These techniques have allowed us to measure how various improvements to the ALVINN system impact driving
performance, and to compare ALVINN's driving with that of people. We have found that ALVINN's driving accuracy,
as measured by how close to the center of the road the system keeps the vehicle, is comparable to that of a human
driver. In addition, the quantitative models we have developed for ALVINN's driving performance have allowed us to
integrate ALVINN with other autonomous navigation methods, as described in Chapter 5.

Systems

In previous years, we have developed several systems integrating map building, road following, and range data
processing. The perception modules in those systems are tied together through the vehicle map tracker, the GANESHA
local map maintainer, Annotated Maps, and the DARN integration architecture. During the year covered by this report,
we have extended those systems to include sonar and radar processing, and to carry out more complex missions. In
particular, we have demonstrated the flexibility of our systems by including new perception modules without substantial
modifications of the core system. We have also demonsiated the performance of the system by demonstrating it in
mission scenarios that require up to twenty different modiles and that require complex interactions between perception
modules controlled by the annotated map system. These interactions included, for example, switching from one neural
network to another in the course of a mission, or switching between different obstacle detection modes.

In addition to building more complex systems, our emphasis this year has been on building more robust systems
through the addition of uncertainty filtering. The need for uncertainty filtering arises because all the measurements
used for driving the vehicle, both from internal position sensors and from perception sensors, are corrupted by noise.
This is not a problem for short runs, since the errors do not build up to significant levels. However, as soon as missions
become longer and more complex, the accumulation of errors leads to rapid performance degradation. For :',ese
reasons, we have developed a mechanism for combining position estimates which explicitly takes into account the
uncertainty associated with each position measurement. The sources of position estimates are the estimate from INS
and dead reckoning, the position estimates obtained by matching objects detected in range images with previously
mapped objects, and lateral positirn, -f the vehicle with respect to the center of the road estimated by ALVINN.
The uncertainty values are combined using the recursive Kalman filter formulation. The Kalman filter provides a
clean and uniform approach. The approach is sensor-independent in that position measurements from new sensors
can be integrated without modifying the core of the position filtering system. The system continuously updates the
optimal estimate of vehicle position and its uncertainty from all available measurements. We have demonstrated the
performance of the uncertainty filtering in a system that involved driving on-road and updating position along the way
using landmarks. We expect this uncertainty filtering to be part of all future systems.

Details of the theory and implementation of uncertainty filtering are given in Chapter 5.

Other work in progress

YARF

Our model-based road follower is YARF (Yet Another Road Follower). During the post year, YARF has expanded in
several ways. The individual trackers in YARF output candidate positions for road features such as painted lines or the
pavement edge. In early implementations, the road model was fit to these tracked features with a least-squares method.
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This year, we have demonstrated using a least-median-of-squares (LMS) method, from the domain of robust statistics,
to fit the road model to the data. Using this technique, we have successfully detected the divergence of road features at
a highway exit, then rejected the exit and continued to track the main road. Final experiments are now underway for
YARF to drive the Navlab through street intersections, using map information and LMS fitting. The design of YARF
has been reported previously; final results are forthcoming in Karl Kluge's thesis.

MANIAC
An open problem with ALVINN is automatically handling a variety of roads. MANIAC (Multiple Alvinn Networks
In Autonomous Control) is an innovative approach to that problem. MANIAC starts by training several individual
ALVINN nets, for example one for dirt roads, one for narrow paved tails, and one for four-lane roads. Then, in a
separate training phase, a new net is built that listens to the individual ALVINNs and outputs the best steering direction.
Our hypothesis is that MANIAC should not simply select among the nets, but should use inf.,rmation from all of the
individual ALVINNs. The rationale is that although a net trained on a different type of road may be wrong, it might be
incorrect in a consistent way, which could still be a useful cue. For instance, if the road width is different from the road
on which a particular net has been trained, the net might output two steering directions, one too far to the left and one
too far to the right The MANIAC net, seeing that double-valued output, should learn to steer between the two steering
directions. We have tried MANIAC architectures that look at the outputs of the individual ALVINNs, and others that
look at the hidden units. Our results to date are promising but not yet conclusive. This is an excellent example of
cooperative research. The first stages of MANIAC were built by our student, Todd Jochem, while in residence at
Martin Marietta as part of his DARPA Research Assistantship on Parallel Processing. First results on MANIAC will
appear in this February's IAS-3 conference.

RACCOON

We have demonstrated tail light tracking at night with the RACCOON system (Real-time Autonomous Car Chaser
Operating Optimally at Night). RACCOON tracks the bounding box of the tail lights of a car, running at about 10 Hz
on a Sun workstation. During a live run, RACCOON runs on the Navlab H and generates steering commands. Razher
than simply servoing to point at the lights of the lead vehicle, we infer the range and bearing to the lead vehicle, record
the location in world coordinates on the ground, and feed those recorded points to our trajectory generator. This keeps
us from clipping corners, and allows us to keep a known distance from the lead vehicle. We have demonstrated vehicle
tracking at speeds up to 20 mph. We have implemented simple recovery strategies, so ff we lose a the lead car due to
momentary occlusion we can often recover and continue the run.

1.2 Personnel

Theses defended:

"* Dean Pomerleau, "Neural Network Perception for Mobile Robot Guidance", February 1992.

"* Douglas Reece, "Selective Perception for Robot Driving", May 1992.

New faculty:

"* Dean Pomerleau, neural networks, active vision

New PhD students:
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* Charalambos Athanassiou, learning and vision for road following

* Rahul Sukthankar, RACCOON ,aillight tracking, active vision

* Todd Williamson, YARF road following extensions, video compression

Other faculty: Martial Hebert, Takeo Kanade, Charles Thorpe
Other PhD students: Omead Amidi, Todd Jochem, Jennifer Kay, Karl Kluge, Ken Rosenblatt
Staff: Jay Gowdy (became graduate student in August 92), Bala Kumar, Dirk Langer, Jim Moody, Bill Ross

1.3 Publications
" Crisman, J., Thorpe, C. SCARF: A Color Vision System that Tracks Roads and Intersections. In IEEE Trans.

on Robotics and Automation, in press.

"• Hebert, M. (1992) 3-D Landmark Recognition from Range Images, Proceedings CVPR'92, Champaign, Illinois.

"• Hebert, M., Krotkov, E. (1992), 3D Measurements for Imaging Laser Radars, in Image and Vision Computing
10:3.

" Kluge, K., (1992), Representation and Recovery of Road Geometry in YARF, in Intelligent Vehicles 92, 1. Masaki
ed.

" Langer, D., Thorpe, C. (1992) Sonar based Outdoor Vehicle Navigation and Collision Avoidance; Proceedings
IROS 1992; July 7-10, Raleigh, NC.

" Pomerleau, DA. (in press) Knowledge-based Training of Artificial Neural Networks for Autonomous Robot
Driving. To appear in Robot Learning, J. Connell and S. Mahadevan (eds.), Kluwer Academic Publishing.

" Pomerleau, D.A. (1992) Progress in Neural Network-based Vision for Autonomous Robot Driving. In Proceed-
ings of the 1992 Intelligent Vehicles Symposium.

" Pomerleau, D.A. (1992) Neural network perception for mobile robot guidance. PhD). Dissertation. Carnegie
Mellon technical report CMU-CS-92-115.

" Pomerleau, D.A., Gowdy, J., Thorpe, C.E. (1991) Combining artificial neural networks and symbolic processing
for autonomous robot guidance. In Engineering Applications of Artifial Intelligence, 4:4 pp. 279-285. Also
published in Proceedings of the 1992 DARPA Image Understanding Workshop.

" Pomerleau, DA. (1991) Efficient Training of Artificial Neural Networks for Autonomous Navigation. In Neural

Computation 3:1 pp. 88-97.

"• Reece, D. (1992) A Tactical Control System for Mobile Robot Driving, PhD Dissertation, Carnegie Mellon

"" Thorpe C., Amidi 0., Gowdy J., Hebert M., Pomerleau D. (1991) Integrating position measurement and image
understanding for autonomous vehicle navigation. In Proceedings of the Second International Workshop on
High Precision Navigation, Stuttgart, Germany.



Chapter 2

Sonar-Based Outdoor Vehicle Navigation
and Obstacle Avoidance

2.1 Introduction

The autonomous land vehicle Navlab has already successfully been driven on roads and cross country. Different
sensors are used to perceive the structure of the environment and navigate the vehicle under a variety of conditions
as described for example in [8]. The sensors mainly employed so far were color video cameras and the ERIM 3-D
laser range finder. Detecting obstacles and taking an appropriate decision is an important task for any mobile system
in order to navigate safely through its environment. Obstacle detection is possible using colour video images or ERIM
range images. However, owing to the data aquisition process and the required intensive image processing, these types
of perception systems are generally not very well suited for a quick reaction to unexpected obstacles. Especially in the
case of collision avoidance, a sensor is needed that can supply the relevant information fast with little data processing
overhead and interact with actuators at the level of the vehicle controller (See also [1]). Sensors that satisfy these
requirements are for example sonars, infrared sensors, pulsed I-D laser range finder or microwave radar 1 .

Compared to light based sensors, sonars have the advantage that they do not get confused by transparent or black
surfaces. On the other hand, the wavelength of ultrasound is much larger than the wavelength of light, i.e. usually
around 4 nun as compared to 550 nm for visible light. Therefore, unless the transducer faces the reflector surface in
a normal direction, only rough surfaces or edges can reflect sound waves. However, most real world outdoor surfaces
almost always have a type of surface roughness that enables a sonar to detect the object. It was therefore decided to
use sonar sensors for the collision avoidance system of the autonomous land vehicle Navlab. The following sections
describe the sonar system and its performance in an outdoor environment. Some novel results were obtained in using
the system for vehicle navigation by itself and by integrating it into other vehicle navigation systems. The system is
configured in such a way that more sensors can be added easily in the future. These sensors do not necessarily have
to be sonars but can be any other type of point range sensor. In the future it is intended to integrate at least one other
type of range sensor into the system, most probably laser or radar based.

1An earlier verson of this paper appeaned as Sonar based Outdoor Vehide Navigadon and Collision Avoidance, by Longer. D., bowpe, C., i

Proceedings IROS 1992

6
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2.2 Hardware Configuration

Sonar sensors have already been used successfully for indoor mobile robots as described in [2] and [4]. An outdoor
environment, however, adds some additional constraints on the type of sensor that can be used. Specifically the sensor
should be robust against moisture, dust particles and noise from the vehicle engine and other sound sources.

Therefore an open type electrostatic transducer such as the Polaroid cannot be used. Instead a closed type
piezoceramic transducer operating at a frequency of 80 kHz was selected. A detailed description of this sensor is given
in [5]. The high operating frequency makes this sensor fairly robust against acoustic noise, while still providing an
operating range up to 6 m. The beam angle of the sensor is approximately 50, i.e. at the 3 dB intensity fall off from the
major axis. Based on these characteristics, a total of five sensors was chosen in order to provide a good area coverage
in front of the vehicle with a reasonable spatial resolution. The sensors are mounted on a guide rail such that their
position and orientation can be freely adjusted. A typical sensor arrangement is shown in Fig. 2.1. Certain sensor
configurations or environments can lead to acoustic interference between individual sensors. Therefore the hardware
provides the ability to choose the exact trigger time of each sensor. In most circumstances the sensors are mounted
such that they point away from each other. In this case all sensors are triggered at the same point in time. At present
a measurement rate of 9 Hz is used, which is based on the following calculations: For very good reflectors we can
assume a maximum operating range of 8 m, which corresponds to a time of flight of sound in air of approximately
50 ms. Thus echoes are considered during a receiving period of T,. = 50 ms after triggering the sensor. In order
to avoid measurement errors due to multiple echoes, only the range of the first echo is measured. The sensors are
retriggered after an additional wait period of Tw,,i = 60 ms, which ensures that all detectable echoes from previous
pulses are attenuated below the detection threshold. Thus the total cycle time T = T,1 + T• = 110 ms. Each sensor
measurement is tagged with the position of the vehicle. At present the Navlab uses dead reckoning to estimate its
position relative to some initial poinL The distance travelled is provided by an optical encoder on the drive shaft and
vehicle orientation in 3-D space is provided by the gyroscope of an inertial navigation system. The measurements are
combined to give the x-y position and orientation of the vehicle with respect to world coordinates. For the position tag
of a sonar measurement only the followin, three varameters are used: x. v and P. where ip = yaw (Refer to Fig. 2.1).

Direction 
Ir -* Sensors

of motion n
YWorld van I

World 
Vanvan

Figure 2.1: Sensor Configuration

The hardware of the sonar system consists of an interface module which triggers the sensors and measures the
time of flight to the first echo returned. The interface module is accessed via VME bus from a 68020 based CPU.
This processor runs as a slave of the vehicle controller processor in a real time environment and takes care of data
aquisition, conversion to range, position tagging and proper timings. The map building and tracking algorithms are
presently implemented on a Sun SPARC station which communicates with the vehicle controller via ethernet Ethernet
communication time uncertainties can be neglected because of the comparatively long cycle time of the sonar system.
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2.3 Sonar Map

The previously described sensor system can now be used to build a local grid map. The grid map is called local because
it contains only information about the immediate surrounding of the vehicle. The vehicle position is kept at a fixed
point in the map. As the vehicle moves, objects in the map are moved from cell to cell relative to vehicle position.
Once an object falls outside the map boundary it is discarded and the information is lost. Using just a local map
has the advantage that error accumulation owing to dead reckoning is kept small, since only relative movements are
considered. On the other hand the disadvantage is that information is lost and thus no global information is available.
However, if desired, sequences of the output from the local map could be combined and included in a larger global
map. At present the area covered by the local map is 16.4 m x 16.4 m. Each grid cell is taken to cover an area of 0.4 x
0.4 m2 . Hence the map consists of 41 x 41 cells (See Fig. 2.2)..

I,,,, Collision
Avoidance
active in
this region

0.42 m 2

per cell

Regions
Y m V. Poe. monitoredi for obstacle

Map Origin + avoidk ce
x InVehicle

Figure 2.2: Sonar Map

The reason for taking such a coarse resolution for each cell was that most applications of the system do not
require a high accuracy. Also, the sensor itself does not always provide a highly accurate measureMenL For the
particular sensor chosen, the measurement accuracy is about 1 cm. However, depending on the environment, the
sensor may also deliver noisy results. The reason lies in the poor angular resolution of the sensor. Echoes may be
detected from an object at far range in the main lobe or from a good reflector at closer range in a side lobe. Depending
on the relative signal strenghts and movement of the sensor, the range reading may oscillate. A similar effect can also
happen when an echo reflected multiple times is received.

Each cell has a set of parameters or annotations associated with it, which are described below:

1. Object Type: This parameter is used to indicate if the object in that cell was seen at the current sensor reading,
or if it was seen at a previous reading. If it was seen only at a pre- vious reading, then the object type indicates
that it must have moved to that particular cell due to vehicle motion only.

2. Position: Indicates the x-y position of the object with respect to vehicle position.

3. Count: This parameter counts the number of times an object was detected in a particular cell.
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The resolution of the grid is fairly coarse and hence a position paraireter (X.u, Y.1 ) is kept to avoid gross error
accumulation when objects are transformed in the map. Only one object is kept per grid cell. Thus measurement
uncertainty is part of the grid cell representation and any object detected within an area covered by a particular cell is
taken to belong to the same object.

Following, a short description of object transformation within the map is given: Vehicle position and orientation
are kept constant within the map. Therefore objects in the map move with respect to the vehicle. The vehicle's
positioning system returns vehicle position and orientation with respect to a global frame of reference (x, y) that is
determined at the time of initialization of the system. Since we are interested only in the movement of objects with
respect to the vehicle's coordinate system (x.,y.), the appropriate transformation is obtained by using the increment
in travelled distance and orientation. Depending on the type of positioning system of the vehicle, errors due to dead
reckoning are reduced and the positioning system can be initialized independently by using this method. Hence if the
vehicle moves from a position in a plane (xi ,Yi, (p1) to a new position (x2, y2, (p), then an object in the map at position
(xmi1, Ym.1) is transformed to position (x.2, y.) as follows (Fig. 2.3):

/ Obj-t

R/V. Pam. v

Figure 2.3: Object Transformation in Sonar Map

Position and orientation increment

6sV~2-i+ (Y2-V2 6j~p- 91 (2.1)
Transformation parameters:

R +. = ac taf L-'& aT C- bj (2.2)

New object position (vehicle moving forward):

x2 = Rcos aT y. =Rsin r- 6S (2.3)

After the position of objects in the map is updated, new objects detected by the sensors are added. A sensor
measures the range R to an object. Position and orientation of each sensor on the vehicle are known. Hence, using
the transformation 'vehicle position to sensor position to map', a new object is placed in a cell in the map (Refer to
Fig. 2.4). If that particular cell is already occupied, then only the cell parameter Count is updated, otherwise all cell
parameters are updated.

The map parameter Count is used for differentiating between moving and stationary objects and for filtering the
data. Count can also be used to evaluate the confidence that a particular cell is occupied by an object. A higher value
of Count indicates a higher confidence. In the case of collision avoidance for example it is desirable to slow down
the vehicle if there is an obstacle in front and to resume driving if the obstacle moves away, like a car or person could.
Hence objects in the map in a sensor's field of view are deleted if a sensor does not detect them anymore. However
an object will not be deleted instantly, but only after it was not seen by the sensor for a certain time period. This time
period is defined by a parameter called Life Time, which is given as the number of cycles of the update sequence
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(Fig. 2.6). We can assume that the cycle period is approximately constant. The parameter Count is therefore updated
as follows:

If an object is detected, then

1. Initially, Count =Life Tune

2. Otherwise, Count, = Count,.. + 1

3. Also, Decay Amplitude = 0

If no object is detected by the sensor and Count is not equal to zero, then

1. Calculate Decay Amplitude initially, i.e. if it is zero: Decay Amplitude = Count, /Life Time

Decay Amplitude is calculated only once at the begin- ning of a decay sequence. It ensures that each object
disappears after the same amount of time, i.e. Life Time, has passed.

2. Count, f Count,- 1 - Decay Amplitude

Y /Object

e s R cos0

Sensor at (x I Y

RsmOe

y

L

V. Poe.

Figure 2.4: Sensor to Object Thansformation

At present, the decay algorithm is applied only to objects appearing in the area directly in front of the vehicle.
Moving objects appearing in this area are of most concern for safe vehicle navigation. Therefore the velocity of the
vehicle is reduced as a function of range to the closest object detected in this area. The velocity is set to zero if the
closest range is less than a certain minimum distance. The decay algorithm ensures that the vehicle resumes driving
when the obstacle moves away. Fig. 2.5 shows a plot of the percentage of vehicle velocity set versus closest range.
D,., corresponds to the maximum sensor operating range.

The parameter Count can also be used to eliminate spurious echoes such as the ones returned by rain droplets.
In this case an object is supposed to be actually present only, if it has been seen consecutively for a certain number of
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Rel.Velocity V

1.0 max.

v2 = a, (D-Ds)
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0 IN.

1.0 8.0 [m]
safety Dist. D D

Figure 2.5: Velocity control

cycle times. Since rain droplets return echoes at random ranges as time progresses, these returns can be filtered out
and will not appear as ghost objects in the map.

Of course this Aocedure does not work in a heavy downpour since the number of rain drops in the environment
just becomes too large.

The following figure shows the cycle for map operations:

ga map flack9)ew

Figure 2.6: Updating sequence for sonar map

The parameter Object Type is used to indicate the type of operation that was performed on an object in a
particular grid cell. These operations can be transformations as mentioned before, or filtering operations like the ones
decribed in the next section.

At present, each grid cel is associated with only three parameters. The map structure allows an extention to
other annotations (pointers to data structures) in the future, such as object characteristics or triggers. In this way the
sonar map could easily be integrated into an Annotated Map such as the one described in [7].

2.4 Feature Selection and Tracking
The data collected by the sonar map can now be used for autonomous vehicle navigation functions. A basic navigation

function is the tracking of features in the environment and using this information to determine a path that the vehicle
can drive. The following paragraphs describe a method by which the vehicle uses its sonar sensors to drive on a path
parallel to a feature such as a wall, railroad track or parked cars.

Fig. 2.9 shows data collected in the sonar map when tracking cars parked on the right hand side of the road.
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As can be seen in the figure, the side of the cars facing the road is fairly well detected. Usually sonar does not detect
smooth surfaces very well because of specular reflections. However, in most real world environments such as this one,
there are no perfectly smooth surfaces. In this case the sonar receives echo returns from corners and projections like
door handles, mirrors, wheels, etc..

The vehicle is to be driven on a path parallel to the curve formed by the parked cars, keeping a constant distance
from the cars (usually around 3 m). Therefore the parameters of that curve have to be calculated first, using the data
from the sonar map. For reasons of computational simplicity and decreased noise sensitivity a least square fit of a
straight line was chosen. All computations are performed with respect to the vehicle origin which is at a fixed position
in the sonar map. Data points for the line fit are selected by choosing only data points that appear in a specific area in the
sonar map. Thus for the environment represented in Fig. 2.9, only the right half of the map is searched for data points.
The Position parameter gives a data point in the map in terms of vehicle coordinates. Since the direction of vehicle
motion is along the y-axis, a line parallel to the vehicle would have a slope of m = 0o (Fig. 2.2; Note that this coordinate
system is defined by the vehicle's position system). To avoid this inconvenience, the vehicle coordinate system is
rotated counterclockwise by 90. All following computations are now performed with the transformed coordinates
y = -x.&d and x = y.u. Therefore the selected data points can now be represented as a discrete function yi =f (X4). The
sonar sensors sometimes return a spurious echo. These outliers generally degrade the performance of a least square fit.
Hence a median filter is applied first on the data points given by yi = f (xi). The filter is applied twice, using window
sizes three and five cells. The two parameters of the straight line y = mx + c can now be found by using standard
formulae for a least square fit for n data points (xi, yi):

M f= E.yi - (E x)(E yi) C ZY = y Xi M (2.4)
nE x - (E4)2  n n

Also, the standard error of estimate is given by:

y -(2.5)
n-2

The data trajectory parameters and are stored and updated during each system cycle (Refer to Fig. 2.6. The line
can now be used by a path tracker to steer the vehicle (1]. To ensure a consistent steering response, the line fit also has
to be checked for validity. It may happen that the sensors do not detect any features for some driving distance. One
reason in the case of parked cars for example may be a gap between cars and no reflectors on the road edge. Here the
Ene fit will produce no valid output. The standard error s, is used to provide a measure of how well the data points
could be fitted. If s, is too high then again the output of the line fit is not taken to be valid. In these cases the old
path parameters are used and the vehicle will continue driving in the previously calculated direction until it encounters
features again. Since the old path parameters are referenced to the vehicle position they still have to be updated to
compensate for vehicle movement during one system cycle. The position and orientation increment during one system
cycle is known from. Hence m is transformed as follows:

m. = tan(,p - 6(p) p = arctan(m) (2.6)

In order to obtain cw, point P(x1 , yl) is selected on the path where it intersects the y-axis (for convenience) as
shown in Fig. 2.7. Using 2.2 and 2.3, the coordinates of P in the new coordinate system (xi., yii,) can be calculated.
Hence c., can be calculated by

C,= YIW, - M,•xiW, (2.7)
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Figure 2.7: Path parameter transformation

The method described above worked well in an environment that provided good reflectors and continous smooth
features. However, especially in the case of parked cars, problems arise when gaps are encountered or reflectors that
do not belong to the feature being tracked are near by. A typical situation is shown in Fig. 2.8. In the least square
fit sequence 1 - 4, only line fits 1 and 4 track the feature. Type A data does not belong to the feature being tracked,
type B data is due to corner effects at a gap and type C data is a noisy range measuremeneL Type B data can lead to
an undesired least square fit as shown by line fits 2 and 3. In order to reduce these erors, obtain a smoother steering
response and make the system more robust against outliers, the values obtained from the least square fit are filtered and
path parameters are updated by merging new information with past values. The method is described in the following
paragraphs:

An initial noise reduction is achieved by selecting data points only from a small window in the sonar map: As
we have some knowledge about the environment the vehicle is driving in, we can predict up to a certain degree where
we should look for valid data in the map. This means in practice that only data points within a certain distance from
the data trajectory are taken. This procedure removes outliers of type A as shown in Fig. 2.8. Furthermore a point
is selected only if it is within a certain distance and direction from previously selected adjacent points. This method
removes outliers of type C and ensures that most points are already grouped close to a line segment

Again a straight line is fitted using 2.4. For each distance travelled, we obtain a new value of gradient ni. The
change in gradient is then given by

6mi = ni - mi-1 (2.8)

and 6,i is the corresponding change in vehicle orientation during that interval. Since not all type B data is
removed, there still may remain a problem with sudden large changes in orientation as shown by the least square fit
sequence I -4 in Fig. 2.8.

These sudden changes in orientation basically appear as median noise. They can be filtered out by putting
current and past readings of 6m into a buffer of N values, passing a median filter across and then averaging over N
values. The buffer is implemented as an ordered set,

M BC/,v = " U{m , 6Mi- 1, 6 "4-2,... 6M N)} (2.9)
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Figure 2.8: Removing outliers from least square fits: (a) Map display, (b) Typical corresponding scene

During each update sequence, all elements are shifted right by one, the last element being discarded and the
current result replacing the first element. Median filtering is achieved by replacing element 6mik with a median value,
where 2k + 1 is the maximum possible window size of the filter. Since values towards the right in the buffer represent
increasingly earlier points in time/ distance, successive applications of a median filter can be achieved by replacing
elements 6 mik-_ - with the filtered value, where t is the discrete shift in time/distance. The new value mp of the path
parameter is then computed, compensating also for change in vehicle orientation during the averaging interval,

1N /k
m ='a E tan (arctan(6mk)- 6ii (2.10)

mpat is then updated by merging the current and the new value for mp, using a weighted average,

1 Pm-'k + w"m w>0O(2.11)
l +w (.1

In a similar fashion as described above, the path parameter cp.* is updated. The weight w and the number of
values N control how close the path parameters mp,• and cpa& should follow the actual data points. If a lot of noise
is present in the data, the path parameters should be influenced only slightly, whereas f little noise is present, the data
should be followed closely. An estimate of the noise present is given by the standard errot s from 2.5 and w and N are
adjusted accordingly. As a result the steering of the vehicle is now much smoother.

A drawback of the method is its slow reaction to a relatively sudden change in road direction. This effect is
also due to the short range of the ultrasonic sensors and the fact that almost no echoes are received at large angles of
incidence. In the case of features being tracked on the right side, the system is able to handle curves to the right since
data points slowly move away from the vehicle and the vehicle can follow with a slight delay. On the other hand a
curve to the left poses a problem because by the time the vehicle recognizes that it should change direction, it has
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usually come already too close to the feature and has no space left to make a sharp left turn anymore. For this reason
a monitor is added which monitors a particular area for objects towards the right hand side of the vehicle as indicated
in Fig. 2.2. If objects are detected in this area, a steering radius R. necessary to avoid the closest object is calculated.
The value of R. is given by a relation between R,, and the closest distance D, similar to the one for velocity control
as shown in Fig. 2.5. Velocity is here replaced by steering radius and for example for D, between 0 and 2 m, varies
between -20 and -100 m. 28 D, is defined as the closest distance between the objects and a point at the front right
edge of the vehicle. If R is now the steering radius calculated by a path tracker as described in [1] and if R > 0 or
R < R,,, then R,, overrides R and the vehicle follows steering commands issued by the monitoE Otherwise the path
tracker takes over again. Similarly a monitor can be used when tracking features on the left side. Note that steering
radii are negative when turning left and positive when turning right

In general the system performs well when tracking a wall or a feature that changes curvature smoothly. When
tracking parked cars it does not perform as well in curves and fails when the road curvature becomes sharp. The reason
here is that often parked cars are not very well aligned and even on straight road stretches parked at different angles to
each other. The maximum range of the sensors is simply too short to detect these configurations well enough. Fig. 2.9
shows a preliminary result of the vehicle tracking parked cars, detecting a gap and preparing for reverse parking.

2.5 Results and Conclusions

The sonar system successfully drove the Navlab on a dirt road next to a railroad track, using the railroad to guide the
vehicle. Parking or docking maneuvres are also important autonomous vehicle tasks. At present the sonar system
is used to drive the vehicle parallel to parked cars in a city street. Eventually the system should be able to detect a
parking space and autonomously park the vehicle. The sonar is also successfully integrated into two other systems that
drive the Navlab. The first one is YARF [3], which drives the robot on city streets. YARE uses colour vision for road
following but cannot detect if obstacles obstruct the vehicle's path and thus cannot adjust the velocity accordingly.
The sonar system takes over that task and sends velocity commands to YARF via the EDDIE toolkit [7]. The sonar is
also integrated into the new architecture DARN (Distributed Architecture for Robot Navigation) of the Navlab. The
outputs of several modules that can drive the vehicle are used here to decide on an optimum path for the vehicle [6].
The sonar module sends all object positions with respect to vehicle position from the sonar map and the system selects
an obstacle free path. Communication is again facilitated via the EDDIE toolkit.

The sonar system proved to work reliably in a variety of different situations. There were no major problems with
false returns or sensor noise that could not be dealt with. One reason is most probably that an outdoor environment
like a road is generally less cluttered than most indoor environments where autonomous vehicles are used. Outdoor
objects tend to be large, having usually enough corners and projections that reflect ultrasound well. Care has to be
taken in avoiding reflections from the ground. This problem can be solved in most cases by mounting the sensor high
enough above the ground and pointing it slightly upward. The system can also be easily integrated with other vehicle
navigation systems or adapted to other vehicles.

A drawback of using ultrasound in air is the limitation of range and data update due to high attenuation and low
speed of sound. At present this fact does not matter that much since the system is used only at low vehicle speeds.
However, the current system design is not limited to using only ultrasonic sensors. A microwave radar, laser scanner
or stereo camera can be used as well. In the future therefore we intend to integrate some of these sensors.
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Figure 2.9: Tracking parked cars on the right hand side and searching for parking space: (a) Approaching gap, (b)
Detecting gap, (c) Preparing vehicle for parking maneuvre, (d) Typical street scene.
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Chapter 3

Evaluation of 3-D Measurements From
Imaging Laser Radars

3.1 Introduction

Range sensing is a crucial component of any autonomous system. It is the only way to provide the system with
three-dimensional representations of its environment. The classical computer vision approach to range sensing is to
use passive techniques such as stereovision, or shape from X. However, those techniques are not yet sufficiently reliable
or fast to be used in many applications, most notably real-time robotic systems. Active secumrs, which generate the
illumination instead of using only the ambient illumination, have received increasing attention as a viable alternative to
passive sensors. Their importance was recognized relatively early. For example, Nitzan et al. [13] describe a system
for interpreting indoor scenes that uses range and intensity from a laser ranging system. Many such sensors were
developed [1] and many have been used in real computer vision and robotics applications such as obstacle avoidance
[2, 17] and autonomous navigation [10] of mobile robots. Surveys of rangefinding sensors and their applications in
robotics can be found in [4, 8, 121. A review of their use in autonomous navigation of mobile robots can be found in
[611

Although significant theoretical results have been derived in the area of laser radar characterization [16],
experimental work is needed to evaluate performance in robotics applicatio.o. In this paper, we characterize and
evaluate a class of sensors, the imaging laser radars2 . Those sensors have omen proposed as a good compromise
between accuracy, resolution, and speed requirements, especially in the context of mobile robotics. Our intent is to
present measurement and noise models for those sensors, to identify problems that are specific to this class, and to
provide experimental data to support our conclusions. Our emphasis is on identifying limitations and capabilities that
have an impact on the use of standard image analysis algorithms for those sensors.

We concentrate on laser radars because of our experience with two such sensors, Erim and Perceptron, in our
work in mobile robotics. The theoretical and experimental results presented in this paper use in part results from earlier
analyses from [3, 9, 18, 201 for the Erim sensor, and from [11, 15] for the Perceptron wensor. However, we suggest
that more analyses of this type are needed in order to better grasp the state of sensor technology from the point of view
of computer vision and robotics.

'A different version of this chapter first appeared as 3D Measurements for Imaging Laser Radars, by Hebert, M., and K.atkov. E. in mg • " e
ViNio Comsputiq 10:3

2An optical-wavelensoh radar is also c&aled lida, which is an acronym for liht Detection And Ranging.
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The paper is organized in three parts. Section 3.2 describes the principle of the sensors, the theoretical models
of noise and measurement geometry, and the two sensors that we use in our experiments. Section 3.3 describes some
problems that are specific to this class of sensors. Those problems can significantly impact the quality of the data and
limit the use of those sensors. We distinguish between problems that are inherent to the physics of the laser radars,
and problems specific to the hardware currently available for robotics applications. Section 3.4 describes experimental
results obtained from actual sensors. The experiments illustrate the measurement models and problems introduced in
the previous two sections.

3.2 Sensors

In this section we address imaging laser radars, covering both their principles and practical characteristics. First, we
describe the general principle of operation, define a sensor reference frame, and present measurement models for the
range and intensity data. Then, we describe two particular sensors that we used for experimentation.

3.2.1 Principle of Operation

The basic principle of a laser radar is to measure the time between transmitting a laser beam and receiving its reflection
from a target surface. Three different techniques can be employed to measure the time of flight, which is proportional
to the range: pulse detection, which measure, the time of flight of discrete pulses; coherent detection, which measures
the time of flight indirectly by measuring the beat frequency of a frequency-modulated continuous-wave (fm-cw)
emitted beam and its reflection; direct detection, which measures the time of flight indirectly by measuring the shift in
phase between an amplitude-modulated continuous-wave (am-cw) emitted beam and its reflection.

Experimental devices have been developed using both pulse and coherent detection technologies (for a survey,
see Besl [ 1]). They are not yet widely in use in computer vision and robotics applications. In this paper, we concentrate
on am-cw laser radars.

For am-cw laser radars, the range to a target is proportional to the difference of phase; if d, is the difference of
phase, then the range is r = -LAV, where A is the wavelength of the modulation. Since the phase is defined modulo 21,
the range is defined modulo r,, where r, = A/2 is the distance (or ambiguity interval) corresponding to the maximum
phase difference of 21. Therefore, an inherent limitation of this principle of operation is that it cannot measure range
uniquely, i.e., it measures range only within an ambiguity interval. In practice, it is not possible to distinguish between
ranges r and r + r. without employing external constraints, or two beams with different modulation frequencies.

We aigress briefly to consider constraints imposed by autonomous navigation. First, the ambiguity interval
should equal or exceed the maximum range of interest. Typically, this maximum range depends on vehicle velocity
and the type of terrain. For example, for a maximum range of 20 m, r. _> 20 m and A > 40 m. Second, safety
considerations limit the power and wavelength of the laser diode used to generate the laser beam. The power of the
diode is typically 100-300 mW, and the wavelength of the carrier signal is typically 700-1000 nm (near-infrared).

For many applications, imaging laser radars are essential. Imaging sensors generate a dense set of points
structured as an image. Typically, image generation is achieved by two mechanically controlled mirrors that raster-
scan the beam across a scene, measuring the range at regularly sampled points. Note that regular spacing in image
space generally causes irregular spacing in the scene. For real-time applications such as autonomous navigation,
the image acquisition time is limited. The combination of electro-mechanical parts and time constraints adds new
complexity and new sources of errnrs that do not exist in non-imaging sensors, such as surface probes and surveying
devices.

In addition to range, am-cw scanners measure the "strength" of the reflected beam, thus generating a second
image that some call the reflectance image. To avoid confusion with surface reflectance, we will refer to it as the
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intensity image. This image is similar to a TV camera intensity image, but is registered with the range image, and does
not depend on the ambient illumination, Although relatively little work has been done using Lidar intensity images,
we have found them to be useful for automatically determining the position and orientation of the sensor with respect
to a walking robot [91, for tracking roads from a robot truck [6], and for object recognition [5].

3.2.2 Sensor Reference Frame

It is useful to convert the range pixels to points in space expressed with respect to a reference frame. In this section we
define a standard reference frame attached to the scanner, and the relation between a pixel (row, column, range) and
the coordinates of the corresponding point.

Figure 3.1 illustrates the reference frame. As shown, the y-axis coincides with the direction of travel of the laser
beam projected through the central point of the scanner (i.e., the principal ray). The angle e (azimuth) corresponds to
a rotation about the z-axis. The angle V (elevation) corresponds to a rotation about the x-axis.

Z

z azimuth

IQ

/s
elevation,#

I

Figure 3.1: Reference frame for scanning laser range finder

In the figure, the symbol "R" denotes range. To be consistent with the majority of the text, we should denote range by "r."

Given the sensor measurement (u, v, d) (i.e., row, column, range), the transformation to spherical-polar coordi-
nates is:

qp=uAd,+ oo =vAe+Oo r= Aad (3.1)

where

* A. is the angular increment, in degrees/row, of the nodding mirror,

* Ao is the angular increment, in degrees/column, of the panning mirror,

* i0o is the initial orientation, in degrees, of the nodding mirror,

* 06 is the initial orientation, in degrees, of the panning mirror, and
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d AR is the scanner range resolution in meters/grey-level.

Given the spherical polar coordinates •p, 6,r, the transformation to Cartesian coordinates is given by:

x=rsinO y=rcosOcos•p z=rcos sinm (3.2)

3.2.3 Measurement Models

An am-cw range sensor would approach perfection if it emitted a zero-width laser beam and observed the returned
signal through an infinitely small receiver. In reality, the beam subtends a non-zero angle, and the receiver detects
signals subtended by a solid angle we will call the instantaneous field of view (IfOV). Assuming a circular field stop,
the beam projects to an ellipse on the target surface, the footprint of the beam. Every point within the intersection of the
footprint and the IFOV contributes a range value and an intensity value to the final range and intensity measurements.

We may model a (range, intensity) pair as a complex number z, or equivalently as a vector (Figure 3.2a). The
phase of z represents the sensed range (or phase shift), and the magnitude of z is the sensed intensity, According to
this model, the range measured at a pixel is the integral of koz over the IFOV of the receiver, where kD is scalar and
depends on parameters of the instrument (transmitted power, and the electro-optics of the receiver) and parameters of
the environment (the angle a between the surface normal and the direction of measurement, the reflectance p of the
target surface, and the range r as shown in Figure 3.2b).

IZI = inwinsity

*proportional to range r

Figure 3.2: Model of (range, intensity) pair as complex number

Ultimately, the fidelity of the range measurement depends on the power of the signal reaching the photodetecw ,
which in turn depends on ko. More precisely, the time-average radiant flux F? (in watts) reaching the photodetector
can be shown [16] to be:

"T = kPos a(3.3)
where k, is a function of the transmitted radiant flux, the capture area of the receiver, and filter bandwidths.

Assuming that the outputpower of the photodetector is proportional to•p, the outputsignal is proportional to pcos a/r2.
When the received power is small, the output signal is small, and noise is significant. There are many sources of

noise, including photon noise, laser noise, ambient noise, dark-current noise, secondary emission noise, and subsequent
amplifier noise.

Nitzan et al. [13] identify photon noise as the dominant source, and assume that photoemission is a Poisson
process to obtain the signal-to-noise ratio

SNR-= k 2  (r2)' (3.4)

Assuming a modulation index of 100 percent, they go on to derive the approximate effect of photon noise on the
measured range value. Their analysis indicates that the standard deviation of the range can be estimated by

" r (3.5)

V2- SNR
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Combining 3.4 and 3.5 yields (3.6
~'(vr27rk2 ) (PCOS) (36

where the first term depends only on the physical, optical, and electronic characteristics of the sensor, and the
second term depends only on the observed scene.

Our experimental results follow this model. In particular, Figure 3.3 shows the variation of o as a function of
r, consistent with 3.6.
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Figure 3.3: Range variance under different lighting conditions

3.2A Examples
We used two sensors for experiments: Erim and Perceptron, whose geometric parameters are listed below. Other
sensors based on the same principle exist [1, 14). The two sensors that we use are typical of the operation and
performance of this type of sensor.

The Erim scanning laser rangefinder is designed for applications in outdoor autonomous navigation. Several
versions of the scanner exisL We refer to the version used for research on autonomous land navigation [2,6], which is
the successor of a sensor used for legged locomotion [19].

The Erim scanner uses a 100 mW laser diode operating at 820 nm. The sensor volume is roughly 90 x 50 x 90
cm and the mass is about 45 kg. The scanning mechanism consists of a vertical rotating mirror for horizontal scanning,
and a horizontal nodding mirror for vertical scanning. The acquisition rate is 0.5 s for a 64 x 256 x 8 bit image.
Table 3.1 summarizes the characteristics of the sensor. Figure 3.4 shows a range image (top) and a reflectance image
(bottom) from the Erim scanner. The images show an outdoor scene of a road surrounded by a few trees. The sharp
discontinuity at the top of the range image is due to the ambiguity interval of about 20 m.

The Perceptron scanning laser range finder is more recent than the Erim, and has higher resolution and bandwidth.
It is currently used for terrain mapping in support of legged locomotion [7].

The sensor volume is roughly 50 x45 x 35 cm and the mass is about 30kg. The sensor uses a 180rmW laser diode
operating at 810 nm. The image acquisition rate is 0.5 s for a 256 x 256 x 12 bit image. The scanning mechanism is
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Param. Units Erim Perceptron Description

V o" deg 30 60 Vertical FOV
Okf deg 80 60 Horizontal FOV

N,,,, pixel 64 256 Rows
NXo pixel 256 256 Columns

4d deg 0.47 0.24 Vert. step (Note A)
,d deg 0.31 0.24 Hor. step (Note B)
re 64 ft 40 m Ambiguity interval
N bit 8 12 Number of bits/pixel
AR 3.0 in 0.98 cm Range unit (Note C)

Table 3.1: Nominal values of sensor parameters
NoteA:4=d -j= > B:,do= f-1 C: AR =

similar to the Erim design, except that the vertical field of view and the vertical image size are programmable. Table
3.1 summarizes the operating characteristics of the sensor as specified by the manufacturer [15].

Figure 3.5 shows the eight most significant bits of a typical range image (right) and intensity image (left) from
the Perceptron. The distance between the scanner and the floor is approximately 4 m.

3.3 Problems

In this section, we describe four effects that may lead to corrupted or degraded data. TWo effects, mixed pixels
and range/intensity crosstalk, are due to fundamental limitations of am-cw laser radars, although they are sometimes
compounded with problems in the design of the actual sensors that we used. The two other effects, distortion due to
scanning and range drift, are more specific to the particular sensors that we use. However, it is important to be aware
of those effects since they do affect the quality of the data. Furthermore, simple cost-effective remedies do not seem
to exist at the moment even though those problems are theoretically avoidable.

3.3.1 Mixed Pixels

Significant problems occur at pixels that receive reflected energy from two surfaces separated by a large distance.
From an image analysis point of view, we would like the range at such points to be measured on either of the surfaces,
or at least to fall in between in some predictable way. The fact that the range is measured by integrating over the entire
projected spot leads to a phenomenon known as mirdpixels in which the measured range can be anywhere along the
line of sight. In practical terms, this means that occluding edges of scene objects are unmreliable, and that phantom
objects may appear due to mixed measurements that are far from the real surfaces. This is a problem inherent to direct
detection am-cw laser radars and it cannot be completely eliminated.

Figure 3.6 shows the geometry of the measurement at an occluding edge: two objects at distances Di and D2
from the sensor (DI < D2) are separated by a distanceD and a point is measured at the edge between the two surfaces.
Due to the angular width of the beam, the range is formed by integration over a spot that contains reflections from both
surfaces.The relevant parameter is the ratiop between the spot surface due to the near surface and the total area. The
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Figure 3A: Erim intensity (top) and range images

The scene contains a tee (visible to the left), and a penon (visible in the upper center) on a path.

combination of the two measurements is better explained using a model in the complex plane like the one presented
in Section 3.2.3. Each portion i of the spot generates a measurement that can be represented by a complex number zi.
The phase of zi, ,i is proportional to the rangeDi and its magnitude depends on the reflectivitypi of the material. The
resulting measurement is given by the sum z = z2 + z2. The final measured range is proportional to the phase of z.

The phenomenon becomes clear with this formulation: the phase of z can be anywhere between vpi and r2z
depending on the ratio of the lengths of z2 and z2 which depends onp, pi, and p2. The effect of mixing on sensed range
becomes even more unpredictable when D is greater than half the ambiguity interval of the sensor. In that case, the
angle (p between z1 and z2 is greater than r and the resulting measurement is such that if< < Vp< 21 or 0 < (p < 91
depending on p and the reflectivities. In the first case, the range may be anywhere behind the furthest object. In the
second case, the range may be anywhere infrora of the nearest object. In practice, the later situation occurs only in
specific combinations of range and scene geometry. In practice, this phenomenon is observed as soon as there are
discrete objects in the scene. Figure 3.8 shows the effect of mixed pixels in a real image. The top panel shows an Erim
image with a small window (shown as a white rectangle) containing an object (a tree) and its left and right edges. The
bottom panel shows an overhead view of the 3-D points in this region as calculated by Eq. 3.2, and using the range
from the image pixels. The points at the center of the distribution correspon to the smooth surface of the object. Away
from the center are two lines of mixed pixels that appear at the object's edges. In this example, all mixed pixels are
located between the two targets, tree and background surface. This result is typical of the mixing effect in laser radars.

The mixed pixel effect complicates the processing and intepretation of the range images. Its main consequence
is that strong range edges are unreliable. One approach to the problem is to apply a median filter to the image. The
filter removes most of the mixed pixels since they appear as spurious readings only along the direction of an edge.
Another approach is to transform all the points to a 3-D coordinate frame. There, mixed pixels appear as isolated
points, which makes them easier to remove than in image space. Since these two approaches remove mixed pixels
whose range is far from the true value, they will not remove those in the vicinity of the actual edge. Thus, it is not
possible for them to remove reliably all the mixed pixels from the data.
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Figure 3.5: Perceptron intensity (left) and range images

A person is visible in the intensity image sanding in front of box-like targets used for calib•iting the sens The images have been
enhanced for printing.

3.3.2 Scanning Pattern

With currently available commercial technology, imaging can be achieved only by scanning the beam using rotating
and nodding mirrors. The scanning mechanism introduces additional erros into the sensor. They ame probably the
hardest to quantify and to correct. We identify three sources of erot synchronization, distortion, and localization.
They result in a correct range measurement being stored at the wrong pixel in the image. Limitations due to the scanning
mechanism are not inherent to the am-cw technology, but are due to the lack of alternatives to electro-mechanical
scanning devices.

Synchonization The main problem, synchronization, is due to the fact that three systems (horizontal mirrors, vertical
mirrors, and range measuring system) must be synchronized exactly. In particular, the motion of the two mirrors must
be exactly synchronized with the sampling of the range measurements. A small error in synchronization results in
an error in either io or 0 depending on which mirror is affected. Even though the range measurements themselves
aem not affected, the angular errors will propagate to the coordinates computed from Eq. (2). For example, poor
synchronization may occur at the top of the image because the nodding miror takes a finite anmunt of time to go from
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Figure 3.6: Surface I occludes surface 2 (side view)
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Figure 3.7: Mixed spot contains reflections from two sufac (view from sensor)
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Figure 3.8: Mixed pixels in real image

Top: selected region in Erim image. Bottom: overhead view of the corresponding points
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zero speed at its starting position to its normal scanning speed. During this interval of time, a few scanlines that are
not correctly sampled are collected. Figure 3.9 shows a Perceptron image in which a rectangle in the scene projects
to a skewed shape instead of a rectangle. This is due to the poor synchronization of the mirrors at the beginning of
the scan. In this particular case, the problem can be fixed easily by starting the data acquisition a few lines below the
starting position of the nodding mirror In general, it is not possible to perfectly synchronize the mirrors. In general,
there is a discrepancy between the nominal values of the scanning angles and the actual values. This error is difficult
to quantify. We describe an experimental setup for estimating the angular error distribution in Section 3.4.3.

The distribution of the scanning errors due to poor synchronization remains relatively constant as long as the
sensor is stationary. The effect of them on the image may be predicted and appropriate corrections can be made by
simple processing of the range images. For example, ignoring the first few rows would eliminate most of the unreliable
measurements. However, additional image distortion may occur in some applications. In autonomous navigation
applications, for example, the sensor may be subject to moti,-'• shoc4 and vibrations. This may produce large errors
in scanning angles because of the mirrors getting out of I %. Those errors are hard to quantify. This effect is
unavoidable except through the use of an external stabilizatio.. 'evice.

The distribution of the scanning errors due to poor synchronization remains relatively constant as long as the
sensor is stationary. However, additional image distortion may occur in some applications in which the scanner is
subject to external motion.

Figure 3.9: Synchronization error in Perceptron image

The black wire-frame rectangle marks the correct position.

Localization Even with perfect synchronization and no distortion due to extemal motion, sensor geometry may be
incorrect if one uses a simplified model of the scanning mechanism. The ideal geometc model of Section 32.2
assumes implicitly that all the directions of measurement originate from a single point. This is equivalent to saying that
the mirrors are infinitely small and are located exactly at the same point some dimension and do not coincide in space.
Therefore, the measurement directions do not intersect at a single point. In realisty, the measurements intersect along a
line instead of intersecting at a point. This is a problem of localization of the origin of the sensor which translates into
a systematic error in the conversion from (r, 0, Wp) to (x,y, z). It could be solved by modeling the scanning mechanism
or by calibration. For medium-range scanners such as Perceptron and Erim, the localization error is small compared
to the errors on range and scanning angles.

3.3.3 Range/Intensity Crosstalk

Ideally, we would like the range measurements to be completely independent of the reflective properties of the observed
object. Unfortunately, they do influence the range measurements and can even render range useless in some cases.
This crosstalk effect between range and intensity is due to a number of causes.
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The first cause for the crosstalk effect is a fundamental property of direct am-cw range measurement. The
standard deviation given by Eq. 3.6 depends on the reflectance of the observed material. Roughly speaking, the lower
the intensity, the higher the range noise. This affects only the variance of the measurement, not its mean value.

Another source of crosstalk is in the implementation of the detection electronics. Typically, the receiver
electronics operate optimally only in a narrow range of intensities compared to the large dynamic range of intensities
that can be observed. As a result, surfaces that reflect intensities outside of the optimal operating range will produce
noisy or even erroneous range measurements. This effect can be reduced by dynamically adjusting the operating range
according to the intensity. The Perceptron scanner implements such a solution. However, the low intensities (dropout)
and the high intensities (saturation) still produce spurious range readings. There are ways to increase the dynamic
range of the receiver but they are not implemented in most scanners available to date.

The crosstalk effect becomes more noticeable at edges or on textured surfaces. In those cases, the beam
illuminates a region that contains points of different surface reflectance. Since those points may generate slightly
different range measurements, the situation is similar to the one discussed in Section 3.3.1 except that the mixing is due
to the variation of reflectance within the spot instead of the variation of range. A consequence of this effect is that the
behavior of the range measurement at the edge between two surfaces with different reflectance may be unpredictable.

The crosstalk problem cannot be completely eliminated. However, some additions to the basic sensor design
can diminish its effects. For example, the Perceptron scanner adjusts dynamically the operating range of the receiver,
and uses a lookup table built using an off-line calibration procedure to correct the range as a function of intensity.

Figures 3.10 to 3.12 illustrate the crosstalk effect. In order to quantify the crosstalk effect, we designed an
experiment in which a target with low reflectance is observed against a background of higher reflectance (Figure 3.10).
Considering one scanline in the range image, the dark target is located between columns 121 and 135. We computed
the mean and variance of the range and intensity distributions at each pixel in the scanline by taking 100 images of the
scene. Figure 3.11 shows the mean values as a function of the column number. The mean intensity drops sharply at
the edges of the black target and remains at a low level between them, as expected. The mean range remains roughly
constant except for a sharp discontinuity at each edge. The reason is that the intensity from both materials is mixed
at the edges, therefore the range is not properly corrected. Figure 3.12 shows the variance of the range and intensity
distributions. This clearly shows a sharp increase in o2 between the high intensity background and the black target, as
expected from the theoretical expression of range noise.

3.3.4 Range Drift

We observed a significant drift of range measurements over time. To illustrate this effect, we placed a target 6 m from
the origin of the Perceptron scanner and acquired one image per minute over 24 hours, during which the scene was
static.

Figure 3.13 plots the sensed range at one target pixel. The figure shows a dramatic variation over time. Between
hours 0 and 3, the ranges climb approximately one meter, as if the sensor were translating away from the target.
After this four hour "warm-up" period, the sensed ranges reach a plateau where they remain, with apparently random
variations, for the rest of the day.

We hypothesized that some of the variations might be due to temperature changes. T7 test this hypothesis, we
placed an electric heater directly behind the scanner, and repeated the above trial, acquiring images at 2 Hz over two
hours (14,000 images). Without the heater, the temperature was 210C, and we observed approximately constant range
measurements. We turned on the heater and after 30 minutes the temperature climbed to 450 C. During this time, the
sensed ranges fell about 40 cm, a substantial decline. When we turned off the heater, the sensed ranges gradually
increased until they regained their original level. This demonstrates conclusively that temperature changes cause the
distribution of range values to translate by significant amounts.
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Figure 3.10: Experimental setup to study range/intensity crosstalk
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Figure 3.11: Mean range and intensity for black and white targets
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Figure 3.12: Variance of range and intensity for black and white targets

It is clear that heat cannot directly affect the phase shift which carries the range information. Therefore, the
drift observed in those experiments is due to poor temperature compensation in the electronics used in the scanner.
Improvements in the electronics have reduced this effect considerably. An important lesson is that such effects may
dominate the errors due to the physics of the measurements.
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Figure 3.13: Range measurements vary over time

The target is a sheet of cardboard 6m in front of the scanner

3.4 Accuracy and Precision

We have introduced a theoretical framework in Section 3.2.3 that leads to a characterization of expected sensor
accuracy for am-cw laser radars. However, it is important to verify that the sensors do indeed follow the theoretical
model. In particular, real sensors include effects such as those described in Section 3.3 that are not part of the
theoretical framework. Actual sensor accuracy is important in determining what algorithms and what applications
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a j(deg) ro (m) Error (m)
Black (Sunny, lights) 45-'9 -1.32 0.28
Black (Cloudy, lights) 44.34 -0.73 0.20

Black (Cloudy, no lights) 44.11 -0.81 0.29
Cardboard (Cloudy, lights) 44.92 -1.11 0.12

Wood (Cloudy, lights) 45.7 1 -1.26 0.09

Table 3.2: Accuracy results for different targets and lighting conditions

The table shows accuracy results for various combinations of targets (one untreated cardboard slab, one cardboard slab painted
black, and a planar piece of wood) and lighting conditions (sunny, cloudy. with and without room lights).

are appropriate for a given sensor. In this section, we describe a series of experiments designed to measure range
accuracy for the Erim and Perceptron sensors under different conditions and to compare it with the predicted theoretical
values. Following [1], we distinguish between accuracy, the difference between measured range and actual range, and
precision, the variation of measured range to a given target. To separate the errors due to scanning and the errors due
to actual range measurements, we distinguish between range precision and angular precision.

3.4.1 Accuracy

To determine the accuracy of the range measurements is to identify the distance between them and ground truth ranges.
For a target point lying in the direction ((p, 0), let r•,,e be the range measurement reported by the scanner and let d,,
be the true distance from the geometric origin, measured with a tape measure. Under ideal conditions, we expect to
observe a linear relationship:

rpo,* = ado,,, + ro (3.7)

where ro is the offset distance from the origin to the (conceptual) surface corresponding to a range measurement of
zero and a is the slope.

To determine the parameters a and r0 , we acquire range measurements of targets at six known distances between
6 and 16 m, and fit a line to the data. We illustrate the results for the Perceptron scanner in Table 32, which shows the
extracted parameters from five trials under different conditions. Because of range drift (cf. Section 3.3.4), we do not
assign high confidence to the particular slope, intercept, and rms error entries in the table.

Nevertheless, the variation with surface material and lighting conditions is obvious. This suggests that the
accuracy of the scanner depends significantly on variables in Eq. 3.7, including surface material, ambient illumination,
and temperature. It also suggest that the effect of those variables is amplified by the particular hardware used in
those sensors, as described in Section 3.3. We conclude by remarking that preliminary analysis of this and other data
suggests that the accuracy does not depend significantly on target distance.

3.4.2 Range Precision

To determine the precision of the range measurements is to identify by how much repeated range measurements vary.
Here, we quantify the precision as the standard deviation of a distribution of measurements.

We have conducted a number of experiments in which we take 100 images at each target position, and compute
the standard deviation of the depth measurements. In the experiments, we have examined how precision changes as a
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function of ambient illumination conditions, surface material of the tarst, distance from the scanner to the target, and
beam incidence angle at the target. In this section, we report on the effect of ambient illumination for the Perceptron
scanner, and refer readers interested in the other properties to Appendix A of [ 10].

To study the effect of ambient light on sensed range, we place a target (its this experiment, a cardboard slab
painted black) at a known distance, take 100 images, and compute the variance in range at particular pixels. W,! repeat
this procedure for six target distances between 6 and 16 m under different indoor lightung conditions.

Figure 3.3 plots the results, which show that the precision decreases with intensity of illumination. The results
strongly support the conclusion that the brighter is the ambient light, the larger are the temporal variations in the
range measurements. As in the case of accuracy, above, the effect of the variables in Eq. 3.6 is clearly visible in
those experiments, and it is amplified by the particular hardware implementation used. The results also illustrate the
dependence of precision of the square of the target distance (cf. Eq. 3.6).

3.4.3 Angular Precision

To measure the angular precision of a scanner, or its repeatability in pixel position, we fix the scanner configuration
and scene, and take a series of images. Naturally, we expect a static point in the scene to project to one and only one
pixel position in each of the images. We position the scanner in front of a vertical wall on which we have drawn white
circles of radius 12 cm, surrounded by black squares. We acquire a sequence of 10' images. From each intensity
image we extract the white circle by thresholding, and then compute its centroid. We compute the standard deviations
of these centroids for several row and column positions.

We find that for both scanners, the standard deviation of the centroid is an order of magnitude smaller than the
nominal horizontal and vertical angle increments, varies little over time, and varies little over different pixels in the
image. The Perceptron has significantly better angular precision than the Erim.

These findings suggest that the angular precision of the scanners is not a limiting fator. However, the
experimental setting-stationary sensor and scene, gathering information over a region-represents a best case,
for which the angular precision should be zero. Thus, the findings do not reveal the limitations introduced by relative
sensor motion, and do not justify neglecting angular variations as a source of random disturbances in the measurement
process.

3.5 Discussion

In this paper, we have examined in detail the 3-D measurements supplied by amplitude-modulated laser radars. We
presented measurement models for this class of sensors, identified problems unique to the technology, and problems
specific to the implementation of sensors currently available to the robotics community, presented experimental
performance results, and related our practical experience with the sensors.

How good are the three-dimensional measurements? In terms of speed and reliability for medium-range
operations, we are not aware of any sensors with superior performance. So the short answer is that they are very good.

The special problems--mixed pixels, crosstalk, deviations from the scanning pattern, and range drift--make
it necessary to pre-process the images. For some problems, eg. mixed pixels, no solutions exist. Thus, range data
interpretation algorithms, like so many others in machine perception, must tolerate spurious data.

The quantitative performance, in terms of accuracy and precision, is highly variable. It depends on geometric
factors such as incidence angle and target distance. We understand these reasonably well. But it also depends
significantly on non-geometric factors such as temperature, ambient illumination, and surface material type. Even
though detailed measurement model which include some of those variables have been developed, there is still a
significant discrepancy between the theoretical sensor characteristics and the observed performance.
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Chapter 4

Progress in Neural Network-Based Vision
for Autonomous Robot Driving

4.1 Introduction

The ability of an artificial neural network to perform a task is heavily influenced by the quality of its training set. If the
training set contains examples taken from the full range of situations the network is expected to handle, the network
will learn to perform the task accurately. But if important situations are missing during training, the network is likely
to perform poorly when it later encounters the novel circumstances'.

In the domain of autonomous driving, we have shown that the connectionist architecture shown in Figure 4.1 can
quickly learn to steer by watching a person drive [2]. The network receives live input from a camera on the vehicle.
The network is trained using back-propagation [3] to activate the output unit representing the driver's current steering
direction. After approximately four minutes of watching a person drive on a particular type of road, the network is
able to take over for itself and drive at up to 55 miles per hour. Individual networks have been trained to drive in a
wide variety of situations, including single and multi-lane roads with and without lane markings.

4.2 Transitory Feature Problem

Certain types of transitory driving situations have proven troublesome for this connectionist approach to autonomous
driving. Two examples of temporary but problematic situations are illustrated in the real video images of Figure 4.2.
The left image shows a typical multi-lane highway scene used to train the network. It has features including the lane
markings down the left, right and center of the road, and a patch of grass from the median in the upper left comer.
The other two images illustrate deviations from this typical scene. The center image shows a jersey barrier instead of
a patch of grass in the upper left corner as the vehicle drives over a bridge. The right image shows the vehicle passing
another car.

The reason this type of transitory disturbance causes trouble is that the network is trained over a relatively short
stretch of road (< 2 miles). As a result, during training the network is not exposed to all the possible driving situations
it might encounter when driving autonomously. In particular, since situations like the two illustrated in Figure 4.2

1'An eadiea venion of this paper iti appeaued as Progess in Neural Netwotkbased Vision for Amonoinous Rolbot Diving. by D. Ponedeau,

in Proceedings of the 1992 Intefligent Vehicles Synpiwn
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Figure 4.1: Neural network architecture for autonomous driving.

are relatively rare and limited in duration, even if the network sees them during training, it doesn't learn enough
from its brief exposure to handle them appropriately. As a result, while the network is capable of reliably driving
in situations closely resembling those it was trained on, when it encounters novel situations like the ones illustrated
above, it frequently steers incorrectly.

Figure 42: Three video images of a multi-lane highway.

The influence spurious image features can have on driving performance can be seen in Figures 4.3. The left
image in Figure 4.3 illustrates a typical reduced resolution multi-lane highway image like the ones ALVINN was
trained on. The dark triangle in the upper left is the green grass on the left side of the road. Notice that ALVINN's
output response is nearly identical in position to the target, indicating ALVINN is steering in the correct direction. The
image on the right of Figure 4.3 has a guardrail on the left side, which appeF- as a white stripe in the upper left comae.
Notice ALVINN's steering direction is significantly disturbed by this relatively minor change to the image,
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Figure 4.3: Two low resolution images of a multi-lane highway and the network's response. The image on the left is
a typical highway image, with no unexpected features. As a result, the network responds correctly. The image on the
right contains a guardrail on left side of the road (the white stripe in the upper left corner). Since the network did not
see a situation like this during training, its steering response is far from correct.

The reason for this disturbance is illustrated in Figure 4.4. Each of the rectangles labeled "Input-Hidden 1
Weights" through "Input-Hidden4 Weights" represents the weights projecting from the input retina to one of the four
hidden units in the network. White squares within each of these rectangles represent excitatory weights, black squares
represent inhibitory weights, and grey squares represent weights with small magnitude. The connections from the
pixels in the upper corners of the image to each of the hidden units have relatively large magnitude, indicating the
network is using those pixels to determine the correct steering direction. The reason the network came to rely heavily
on those pixels is that during training, no guardrails or passing cars appeared in the periphery during training. In the
case of the left periphery, it contained only grass over the entire training sequence. As a result, the size of the grass
patch was a good indication of how sharply the vehicle should turn. The larger the patch, the more towards the left
the vehicle was, and therefore the more the vehicle should turn to the right Because of the high correlation between
the size of the dark patch and the correct steering direction, the network learned to use this feature to determine how
to steer. Therefore, the connections from the upper left pixels were given large weights, while the center and bottom
portions of the image were largely ignored. The same argument hold true for the pixels in the upper right corner, the
network relies heavily on them because of their consistency during training.

The quantitative effect transitory image features like guardrails have on driving performance is shown in the
leftmost two bars of the graph in Figure 4.5. These two bars represent the performance of a network trained without
noise on a sequence of multi-lane images like the ones shown in Figure 4.2. The leftmost bar shows the network's
average steering error on a disjoint set of 180 multi-lane road images. The steering error represents the curvature
difference between the steering arc suggested by the network for an image and the arc the person was driving along
when the image was taken. The bar next to it, labeled "Images w/ Guardrail" shows the average steering error of the
same network on a 32 image subset from the test sequence which contained a feature not present in the training images,
namely a guardrail on the left side of the road. The network's steering error more than doubles on images containing
the novel feature, clearly illustrating the detrimental impact these features can have on performance. If allowed to
steer autonomously over the stretch of road where the guardrail images were taken, the network would have steered
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Figure 4.4: Weight diagram of a network trained without noise.

off the road.
The problem caused by transitory image features results from insufficient diversity in the training examples.

The network does not encounter these transitory features frequently enough during the short training period to learn
to ignore them. One useful aspect of the problem, exploited in the solution below, is that these transitory features do
not radically alter the overall appearance of the image. Due to the redundancy of features in the image, if the network
could learn to ignore spurious features, it should be capable of driving accurately.

4.3 Training with Gaussian Noise

A commonly employed technique for improving generalization from a limited amount of training data is to add
uncorrelated gaussian noise to the training patterns [4]. The idea is that adding noise to the input prevents the network
from relying on idiosyncrasies in the training patterns to perform the task. Sietsma and Dow found a dramatic
improvement in generalization when noise was added to the training patterns on a frequency classification problem. In
their task, the input was a 64 unit vector whose input activation pattern formed a sine wave of a paricular frequency.
The task was to classify an input sine wave according to its frequency, regardless of its phase within the input field.
They found that when gaussian noise was added to the training patterns, the resulting network made dramatically fewer
classification enors on novel, noise-free input patterns (0.5% vs. 17%).

We performed a similar experiment by adding various amounts of gaussim noise to the road images used for
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Figure 4.5: Graph illustrating the performance of networks trained using three different techniques on a set of 180
images, and on a subset of 32 images containing a guardrail.

training. The noise had a mean of 0 and a standard deviation ranging from 0.4 to 1.2 (The pixel intensity values ranged
from -1.0 to 1.0). Figure 4.6 shows one corrupted road image used for training.

Surprisingly, networks trained with this noisy input performed uniformly worse than network trained without
noise, as illustrated by the bars in Figure 4.5 labeled "Gaussian Noise". They represent the best performance of any of
the networks trained with gaussian noise. Both on the entire test set, and particularly on the guardrail subset of images,
the networks trained with noise steered less accurately than the network trained without noise.

The reason for this drop in performance is evident in Figure 4.6. The finer image features such as the lane
markings, which were visible in the noise-free image of Figure 4.3, have been obscured by the noise. The only visible
feature is the patch of grass in the upper left corner. The network had no choice but to key on the size and location
of the grass patch to determine the steering direction. This degraded performance on the test set because despite its
large size, the grass patch is actually a less reliable feature than the lane markings, since it is frequently obscured by
guardrails and jersey barriers.

Gaussian noise is a poor model of the important "noise" that occurs in the input while driving. The noise
that matters results from the appearance or disappearance of coherent 2-D features such as guardrails and other cars.
Modeling these irrelevant features and adding them to the input while training can improve generalization dramatically,
as illustrated by the last two bars in Figure 4.5. Networks trained by adding structured noise to the input, as described
in the next section, generalized better on the test set as a whole than networks trained without noise or with gaussian
noise. Even more significant was the performance improvement of the network trained with structured noise on images
with spurious features in them, as illustrated by the low error of the network on the guardrail images. In fact, the
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Figure 4.6: A multi-lane highway image corrupted with gaussian noise.

network's steering performance on the novel guardrail images was not significantly different than its performance on
the test set as a whole, demonstrating that it has learned to ignore spurious image features (See Figure 4.5).

4.4 Characteristics of Structured Noise

A number of straightforward characteristics of structured image noise can be employed to improve network gener-
alization. The most obvious features is the high degree of spatial correlation. Important noise does not appear as
corruption of random image pixels. Instead, the physical object (like a car or guardrail) causing the noise makes a 2-D
projection into the input image. As a result, the important image noise takes the form of a two-dimensional regions
of nearly uniform intensity. While objects with multiple or variable intensities do occur, their rarity makes a uniform
intensity model a reasonable approximation.

A more subtle characteristic of structured image noise results from the fact that objects can change in three
ways. Objects can suddenly appear in the image, obscuring part or all of a previously visible feature. An example of
this effect is when a car passes and obscures the lane markings. Objects can also disappear from the image, making
previously hidden features visible. This effect might occur when the guardrail disappears, revealing the grass on the
other side. Finally, a feature can change color or brightness, as when the centerline changes from white to yellow.
Shape is not considered a changing feature characteristic, since objects visible when driving are assumed to be rigid.

Another useful domain-specific characteristic of structured image noise is that when driving, irrelevant features
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are more likely to occur in the periphery of the image than in the center. Even if during training the appearance of
the terrain off to the side of the road remains constant, it is helpful for the network to learn that the appearance of the
periphery can change dramatically. This way the network learns not to rely on the position of the guardrail or the size
of the grass area in the off-road region, since they may be obscured or disappear at any time.

The size of significant image features can be constrained by estimating the size and distance to noise features.
The retinal size of significant features ranges from a few tens of pixels for the lane markings or guardrail to several
hundred pixels for large objects such as passing trucks. The shape of significant image features is also constrained in
the domain of autonomous driving. Image features are frequently oriented with their primary axis pointed towards the
vanishing point of the image. The technique for incorporating these characteristics of image features when generating
noise is described in the next section.

4.5 Training with Structured Noise

Structured noise characteristics are used during training to determine the appearance of the noise to be added to the
input patterns. Instead of adding gaussian noise to each pixel, the following technique is employed to add or remove
coherent two-dimensional features from the training patterns.

First, for each pattern on each epoch of the back-propagation, a decision is made whether to add noise to that
pattern or not. Empirically, adding noise on 3 out of every 4 presentations of a pattern seems to be a good compromise
between teaching the network to be insensitive to noise and teaching it to process clean images correctly.

Once the decision is made to add noise to a pattern, the next question is where to put it. We have found that
when trained on images with a single noise feature, a network is able to generalize to images with multiple noise
features. Therefore, at most one noise feature is added per image during training. The location for this single noise
feature is selected randomly with a bias towards the periphery of the scene, corresponding to the upper corners of the
image. That is, the likelihood that a pixel will be chosen as the starting point for the noise feature is proportional to its
proximity to one of the upper corners of the image. This periphery bias roughly models the tendency of noise features
to appear away from the path directly ahead of the vehicle.

After determining the starting location for the noise feature, a decision is made whether a new feature should
be added or an existing feature should be removed from that position. This choice is made randomly, but with a bias
towards deleting a feature if one exists at that location, and towards adding a feature if that location appears to be
"feature free". The judgement concerning whether a feature exists at a location is made based on the size of the uniform
region that location is part of. First, a region is grown around the chosen location to encompass all the contiguous
pixels whose intensity is within a fixed threshold of the chosen pixel's value. If the size of this region is within the
size range of interesting features as characterized above, then the location is considered to be part of a feature and that
feature is removed. If the size of the region falls outside the size range of interesting features, it is considered part of
the background, and a new feature is added at that location.

Removing a feature is easy. The pixels defining the feature have already been determined in the region growing
step described above. Deleting the feature involves changing the values of all the pixels within the region to a new
randomly chosen intensity. Altering a region's intensity models the corresponding object changing color. By selecting
the new intensity to be the same as the intensity of the area surrounding the feature, the disappearance of the feature
can also be simulated. The result of using this technique to alter an existing feature is illustrated in the left image of
Figure 4.7. The image is identical to the one on the left of Figure 4.3, except that the patch of grass in the upper left
comer has changed intensity from very dark to very light.

Adding a new feature to model the sudden appearance of objects such as a guardrail or automobile is more
difficult, since unlike in the feature alteration process described above, the shape of the feature is not known. The
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shape of spurious 2-D image features can in theory be arbitrary. There is the weak constraint that significant features
tend to have their major axis pointing towards the vanishing point. However, this orientation specificity is difficult to
implement directly in the noise generation model since it requires knowledge of the sensor geometry.

A simpler technique for generating reasonable spurious features involves using the shape of the feature detectors
the network develops in its internal representation to bias the shape of the simulated noise features. As is evident in
the weights from the input retina to the hidden units in Figure 4.4, the network develops a strong model of the shape
of important image features. The network's knowledge that features tend to be oriented towards the vanishing point is
demonstrated by the tendency of features in the receptive fields of the hidden units to converge towards the top.

Th bias the new feature's shape using the shapes of the features in the network's internal representation, a random
hidden unit is first selected. The values of the weights from the input retina to this hidden unit are then used as the
"image" in which to grow the new feature. In other words, a pixel in the vicinity of the feature's start pixel is chosen to
be an element of the feature if the weight of the connection from it to the chosen hidden unit is sufficiently similar in
value to the weight of the connection from the feature's start pixel to the chosen hidden uniL By biasing the shape of
noise features by the shape of important features in the internal representation, this technique ensures that only noise
features with a reasonable shape are added to the input.

Figure 4.7: Two images augmented with structured noise. In the left image, an existing feature (the patch of grass in
the upper left comer) has been altered by changing its intensity. In the image on the right, a new dark feature has been
added on the right.

To mimic situations in which image noise does not precisely align with significant feature detectors, a spatial
coherence constraint is added to the feature growing algorithm. The following equation balances the tendency of
the feature growing algorithm to follow hidden unit weight contours with the tendency to create a spatially compact
feature. A pixel i will be included in a newly created features if-

ali - w ,* + (I - ct)li - sl > T
In this equation, wih is the weight value of the connection originating at pixel i in the input image and terminating at the
chosen hidden unit h. The variable w,, corresponds to the weight of the connection originating at s, the pixel chosen
as the start position of the feature, to the chosen hidden unit h. The quantity Ji - sI represents the Euclidean distance
between pixels i and s in the input retina. The constant a is used to weight the tendency to follow hidden unit weight
contours with the tendency to keep the feature spatially compact. With an a of 0, the new feature will form a circular
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region centered on pixel s. With an a of 1, the new feature will grow to include all the pixels in the image having
connections to hidden unit h with a weight close in magnitude to the connection from pixel s to unit h. Randomly
choosing an a from the range 0.1 to 0.3 for each image creates realistic looking new noise features. The threshold T
is used to limit the growth of the new feature. If the weight from pixel i to hidden unit h differs significantly from the
weight from the start pixel s to unit h, or ifpixel i is a great distance from pixel s, then the threshold T will be exceeded
by the above sum and pixel i will not be included in the new feature.

Once the position and shape of the noise feature is determined, it is made to contrast with the surrounding area
by filling it with a randomly chosen uniform brightness. A real video image in which a noise feature (the dark region in
the upper right) has been added is shown in the right image of Figure 4.7. Notice how the feature appears close to the
upper comer of the image due to the periphery bias built into the noise feature generation algorithm. The right image
of Figure 4.7 also illustrates how growing noise features along important contours in the hidden unit representation
results in features with appropriate orientations for the domain. In this example, this bias results in a feature oriented
diagonally towards the vanishing point. The feature is spatially compact due to the bias in the noise generation
algorithm towards choosing pixels in the vicinity of the feature's start pixel. This combination of biases based on
known, consistent image feature characteristics results in the generation of noise features with realistic appearance. In
fact, the feature in right image of Figure 4.7 appears very much like a car passing by on the right side of the vehicle,
as in the right image of Figure 42.

As illustrated in the bar graph of Figure 4.5, a network trained by adding and removing features steers more
accurately than a network trained without noise, particularly on images containing spurious features. The reason for
this is evident in the weight diagram of Figure 4.8. The network shown in this diagram was trained on the same
sequence of images as the network shown in Figure 4.4, except that on each iteration of back-propagation, 75% of the
patterns were randomly selected to have a noise feature added to their input. Varying the noise at every epoch prevents
the network from learning characteristics of a single noise feature. The remaining 25% of the patterns were presented
without noise to ensure the network would also handle noise free situations.

It is clear by looking in the upper corners of the input-to-hidden weight arrays that adding structured noise to the
image has the desired effect. Namely, the network learned to rely less on features in the periphery than the network
depicted in Figure 4.4. The network developed detectors primarily for the line marking the left lane boundary, since
this is the feature that appears most reliably in this type of road image. Because of its frequent occlusion and absence
from the image, the dashed line marking the right boundary of the lane was given little importance in the internal
representation. The resulting performance improvement is illustrated by the input pattern and corresponding network
response in the lower right corner of Figure 4.8. The input pattern is the same guardrail image that confused the
network trained without noise on the right side of Figure 4.3. This network handles the guardrail image perfectly, since
it has learned not to be disturbed by features in the periphery.

4.6 Improvement from Structured Noise Training

The bar graph in Figure 4.5 illustrates the significant increase in steering accuracy which results when structured
noise is added in the training process. This steering accuracy improvement translates directly into dramatic gains in
driving performance. Quantitatively, we have found that a network trained without adding structured noise on a two
mile stretch of a four lane divided highway was capable of driving autonomously for only about four miles before
straying from the road because of a spurious feature. Driving successfully for even this relatively short distance was
somewhat fortuitous, in that it was achieved on a stretch of road free from guardrails and other potentially confusing
permanent features, and at a time of day when there was very little traffic to confuse the network. When other vehicles
did appear, the network trained without noise frequently swerved towards or away from them depending on their
brightness relative to the background. The swerves were relatively small, so the safety driver allowed the run to
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Figure 4.8: Weight diagram of a network trained with stuctured noise.

continue without interference. The situation which ended the run after four miles was the one depicted in the center
image of Figure 4.2. The vehicle encountered a bridge with jersey barriers along the edge of the road. This spurious
feature caused the vehicle to swerve dramatically, forcing the safety driver to intervene.

The network trained with stuctured noise drives significandy better. Its best run was 21.2 miles without human
intervention, on the same highway that caused the network trained without noise to fail after 4.0 miles. It made it over
the bridge that caused the previous network to fail, and through a number of other situations that would have caused
trouble for the network trained without noise. The reason the run came to an end after 21.2 miles was that the width
of the road changed significantly, causing the network to become confused.

4.7 Discussion

The appearance or disappearance of irrelevant features can disrupt a network's driving when the network's training
did not demonstrate their irrelevance. Adding structured noise to the training patterns using a model describing the
characteristics of irrelevant features significantly improves driving performance. A simpler gaussian model of image
noise has been shown to be ineffective at compensating for this problem because it does not mimic the important
characteristics of real world, structured noise.

But are there other possible solutions which do not require such complex modeling? In theory, training the
network over a longer stretch of road than the two miles currently employed should result in a more representative
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training set and hence a more robust network. However there are a number of shortcomings to this approach. One long
term goal of this work is the development of a "super cruise control system" capable of controlling both the vehicle's
speed and steering. If the training period required by this super cruise control is too long, it will be impractical.

But even given unlimited training time, the scarcity of irrelevant features would make it difficult to train a
network to ignore them. For instance, over many miles of highway driving, the size of the patch of grass on the left
side of the image is a good indicator of the correct steering direction. Only in rare situations, like going over a bridge,
will relying on this feature get the network in trouble. Even if the training period were extended to ensure encountering
this type of situation, its low frequency would make it beneficial for the network to ignore these few patterns. This is
because the network could lower the total error over all training patterns by employing the patch of grass to improve
the steering performance on the vast majority of patterns, while suffering substantial error only on the few patterns in
which the patch of grass is missing. In other words, the high correlation between an irrelevant feature and the correct
output would result in the network employing the feature despite being exposed to a few situations where this degrades
performance.

The current model of structured image noise has obvious shortcomings. Noise features do not always occur in
the periphery. When driving in traffic, cars directly in front of the vehicle will obscure central image features. But
even this simple model is sufficient to demonstrate that dramatic improvements in neural network generalization can
be achieved by actively employing domain-specific knowledge during the training process.
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Chapter 5

Integrating Position Measurement and
Image Understanding for Autonomous
Vehicle Navigation

5.1 Introduction

Autonomous navigation of an outdoor mobile robot involves many tasks, including road following, obstacle avoidance,
':,,,, ark recognition, path planning, and navigation. Our test-bed robots, the Navlab and Navlab II, use a variety of
Sisors and sensor interpretation srategies for these tasks. Typical sensors include video cameras, for road tracking;
a scanning laser rangefinder, for detecting obstacles and recognizing landmarks; sonars or giga-hertz radar for quick
obstacle detection; shaft encoders and gyroscopes for position tracking1 .

In our first systems, we typically used a single sensor, interpreted by a single module, to control the vehicle for a
single task. Individual systems did road following, or path tracking, or obstacle avoidance. As our components became
more sophisticated and more reliable, we have combined multiple sensors or multiple interpretation modules for a
single sensor to build more capable systems. These systems avoid obstacles while driving along roads, or recognize
landmarks while driving, or follow pre-planned paths while checking for obstacles.

Recently we have focused on using maps in combination with more than one sensor interpretation module. The
most ambitious missions combine road following, landmark recognition, obstacle detection, and inertial navigation,
to drive through an unmodified suburban setting, through intersections and along streets, stopping at a designated
destination. We used several different strategies to keep track of vehicle position on the map: dead reckoning kept
a running position estimate, perception for road following generated lateral corrections, and landmark recognition
generated corrections along the direction of travel.

There were two related problems with our simple position update scheme. First, the corrections were made
independently by each module, so the position estimate was completely determined by whichever module had made the
most recent correction. Thus, if one of the corrections was slightly incorrect, it influenced the entire system. Second,
the position estimates carried no measure of error bounds. The landmark recognition subsystem, in particular, needed
predictions from navigation to focus the attention of the sensing and the processing. Without a measure of the error

I An earlier version of this paper first appeared as Intgrating position measurement and image undemanding for autonomous vehicle navigation,
by Thorpe C., Amidi 0., Gowdy J., Hebert M., and Pomerleau D., in Proceedings of lma Second Inwernationul Worhop on High Precision
Navigation, Stugart, Gemany
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bounds for a particular position report, the landmark recognizer did not know how far in advance to begin looking, or
how large an area to search.

The solution was to use filtered updates, rather than absolute updates. A very simple Kalman filter could easily
give approximate bounds on vehicle position, and could be used to integrate new measurements with current estimates,
instead of completely throwing out the old position. We have built and tested such a system.

One of the biggest challenges in building our system to filter position updates was calibrating the individual
sensing modes. Section 5.2 describes our methods for estimating the error covariances for the laser scanner, dead
reckoning, and road following. Another important part of the project was adapting our software structure to make the
updates relatively time-independent, and to integrate position information with maps. Our approach to these problems
is described in Section 5.3. The actual filter itself, presented in Section 5.4, is clean and simple. Finally, in Section
5.5 of this paper we discuss our experimental results.

5.2 Position Measurement and Error Modeling

5.2.1 Position and Covariances from the Laser Scanner and Object Matching
We use a laser range finder, the ERIM sensor, that measures 64 row by 256 column range images at a rate of two
images per second. The range values are coded on 8 bits from 0 to 64 feet yielding a range resolution of three inches.
Raster scanning of a scene is achieved by the motion of two mirrors synchronized so that the vertical and horizontal
angular steps between consecutive pixels in the image are constant. The vertical and horizontal fie -1 of view are 30
and 80 degrees, respectively. Details about the sensor and its applications may be found in [5, 7, 1 - ocus in this
paper on building and using maps of objects detected from the range images, and to manipulate the uncertainty on the
locations of the objects.

To detect objects in a range image, we use the algorithms introduced in [4]: First, The 3-D coordinates of
each pixel from the range image are computed. Each point is stored in a cell of an horizontal discretized grid. The
mean, maximum, and minimum elevations and the surface normal are computed for each cell of the grid and stored.
Individual cells are classified as being part of an object based on the similarity of these parameters. Adjacent object
cells are grouped into regions, each region corresponding to an individual object. Erroneous initial cell classification
might occur, since the parameters are computed at each cell separately. This is corrected by retaining only those
regions that are large enough. Spurious objects may still be detected because of noise in the data, for example. Those
are eliminated using multiple images of a scene, as described in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.1. This technique is simple
and efficient and is appropriate for navigation in mild environments where there is a clear separation between terrain
and objects.

Uncertainty Modeling

The uncertainty in range measurement may be modeled as a Gaussian distribution of standard deviation a proportional
to the square of the measured range, R. The proportionality factor K depends on the physical characteristics of the
sensor, on the reflectivity of the material, p, and on the angle of incidence of the beam, a. Although K should vary
linearly with p, we assume that p is nearly constant in our application. This assumption is justified by the fact that
the objects used in the experiments reported in this paper were all of similar material. A more accurate model would
make use of the intensity reflected by the target to adjust the uncertainty in range. With this simplification, we model
the uncertainty as aft = K'R2 / cos a. K" is computed empirically using the experiments described in [6).

This model is valid only when the uncertainty due to measurement noise dominates the uncertainty due to the
sampling of the measurements. This condition is satisfied at the distances that we are considering, typically five to
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fifteen meters.
In addition to range uncertainty, we have to take into account the uncertainty in the horizontal and vertical

scanning angles, denoted by r(,o) and a(O) respectively. Typical values of angular uncertainty are 0.1 degrees.
Furthermore, we need to convert the uncertainty in (rangeangles) space to uncertainty in the (x,yz) Cartesian space.
This can be done in two ways. In the first approach, we observe that the uncertainty on the full measurement
s = (1p, 9, R) can be represented by a 3x3 covariance matrix, S. Assuming that range and angles are uncorrelated, the
matrix is diagonal, the diagonal elements being or(,) 2, 0(0)2, and 0(R)2. We then observe that the Cartesian coordinates
p = (x, y, z) of a point are functions of range and angles, p = F(s), where F is a transformation siuilar to the standard
transformation from spherical to Cartesian coordinates. The covariance matrix representing the uncertainty on p is
therefore C = JS.P, where J is the Jacobian of the function F. The matrix J is a function of the scanning angles o and
0 only and can therefore be precomputed at every pixel position in the image.

In the second approach, we define a coordinate system (X,Y,Z) such that Z is aligned with the direction of
measurement, and X and Y are in the plane orthogonal to Z. The uncertainty is modeled by a diagonal covariance
matrix W. The last element of W is AR, the first two elements are estimated from the constant uncertainty on scanning
angles. The transformation between measurement reference frame (X,Y,Z) and sensor reference frame (x,y~z) is defined
by a rotation U, therefore the covariance matrix is given by C = UWUT. As in the first approach, the matrix U is a
function of the scanning angles io and 0 only and can therefore be precomputed at every pixel po.ition in the image.

Although the covariance matrix C is a full 3x3 matrix in general, we use only the 2W2 matrix that corresponds
to the marginal distribution in x and y. This is because the vehicle model used in our experiments includes vehicle
position and heading, but does not include elevation, roll, or pitch. To avoid clumsy notations, the notation C will refer
to the 2x2 covariance matrix in the remainder of the section. The uncertainty on the position of a given object is also
a 2x2 covariance matrix that is computed from the points detected on the object

Matching Objects

The main tool for navigation using objects extracted from range images is the matching of objects detected in an image
with objects detected in previous images. The problem can be stated as follows: given a current set of objects 0 at
locations Oi = (xi, yi), with covariance matrices Q, and a new set O" at locations Oi = (x, yi), with covariance matrices
C•, and a transformation between the reference frames of 0 and 0', find the most consistent set of matches between
O and 0'. The first step is to predict individual matches. The criterion for building the predictions is to declare that
object Oý is a possible match for Oiif UO• + T is within the 95by the covariance C, where U and T are the rotation
and translation part of the translation between the two coordinate frames. This step may generate several possible
matches for a given object. A search procedure evaluates the possible combinations of matches and retains the one
that is the most consistent. It should be noted, however, that the search is fast because there are only a few ambiguous
matches. The ambiguity is limited because of the small number of objects in the scene and because the estimate of the
transformation (U, 7) is accurate enough to avoid frequent mismatches. The output of the matching process is a set
of matches (0, 0j). Using those matches to reduce the uncertainty on the locations of the objects and to update the
position estimate is the object of the next two sections.

Map Building

The goal of map building is to combine multiple observations into a consistent map of the environment In our case,
a map consists of a set of objects described by their locations and their associated uncertainty. Using the notations of
the previous section, 0 is the set of objects currently stored in the map, and 0' is the set of objects detected in the new
image. Matches (O0, 0.) are computed as described in the previous Section. For each of those matches, the current
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estimate of the position object Oi is updated using a standard linear Kalman filter. More precisely, the updated position
Oi' of Oi is given by:

o ,il' o, + K(UOj' + T - O,) K = C,(C, + U (5.1)

In this expression, (U, 7) is the current estimate of the transformation between map and vehicle position at the
time the image was taken, and K is the usual Kalman gain. The covariance matrix is updated by:

C1 = (C-1 + l-v l
i S j(5.2)

Using this type of filtering is beneficial only if several views of each map object are available, in which case
the accuracy of object location estimate increases dramatically. In a typical map building run, images are collected as
fast as possible thus yielding significant overlap between images. A typical object is visible in five to ten images, thus
allowing the filtering process to be effective. A limitation of this approach to map building is the computation time
required to process this large amount of data. As a result, map building must be performed off-line or at low vehicle

In addition to refining object locations, map building includes a mechanism for eliminating objects erroneously
detected in an image. The detection of those spurious objects may be caused by noise in the input data or mismatches.
In addition, moving objects must be eliminated because the system can handle only static environments. This problem
is essentially an outlier removal problem and thus cannot be handled by a linear filtering technique such as the Kalman
filter. The outlier removal mechanism that we implemented is based on the fact that it is easy to predict which map
objects should be visible in an image given the approximate position at which the image is taken, and a model of the
field of view of the sensor. We define the confidence of a map object as the number of times it is successfully found
in a sequence of images versus the number of times it is predicted to appear in the same sequence. A real object will
have a confidence close to one, while an outlier will have a very small confidence since it occurs in only one image in
most cases. A moving object would be detected in consecutive range images, but each instance of the object would be
too far from the location detected in the previous images to yield successful consistent matches. Thus, the confidence
is much smaller than one for moving objects as well. Erroneous objects are therefore eliminated by removing map
objects with a confidence lower than a threshold. This confidence mechanism is another reason for using a lge
number of closely spaced images because the confidence of an object is meaningful only if it has been predicted in a
large enough number of frames. Figure 5.1 shows this tracking of objects in ERIM images taken at different vehicle
positions.

Position Estimation

Position estimation from range data is the dual of the map building. As before, it involves matching a set 0 of map
objects and a set 0' of objects from a new range image. This time, however, the goal is to refine the current estimate of
vehicle position given by a rotation U and a translation T defined by the position of the vehicle (x,,y,) and its heading
0. We denote by V the vector (x,,y,, 0), and we denote by C, the 3x3 covariamce matrix of V. We wish to estimate
the discrepancy between the current position estimate and the estimate given by the matches between map and image
objects. We denote by AV the discvqpancy vector (Ax,, Ay,, AG), and we denote its covariance by CA,. The true
rotation between map and current observation is given by U' = U + AU, where AU is the error in rotation. Assuming
that the angular error is small, we can make the approximation AU = AVJ, where J is the derivative of the rotation
matrix U with respect to the rotation angle 0. The true translation is given by 7' = T + AT, where AT = (Ax,, Ay,).
Using the same notations as before for the objects, we have: Oi = U'Oj + T1. Therefore, replacing U' by U + AU and
V by T+AT, we obtain: Oi - UO' - T = dUOj'+ AT. Denoting the left-hand side of the equation as Pi and applying
the small angle approximation, the relation becomes: Pi = A9J + AT. Since the right-hand side is a linear function
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of AlV, the relation can be written as Pi = HAV, where H is a 2x3 matrix. Since this is a linear relation between the
measurement PA and the estimated variable AlV, we can directly apply the formalism of the linear Kalman filter. More
precisely, if a new estimate of the discrepancy AV1 can be computed from the current estimate AV given a new match
using the relations:

AVl = AV+K(Pi -HAY) K= CW'(Cpi+HCdHJ-1' Cs i (C,.,+'CPitf)-1  (5.3)

Where Cpg is the covariance matrix of PA which can be easily computed from C, Cq. and C..
The position update could be approached through a different route by observing that the relation O = UO; + T

can is of the form F(Oi, O%, V) = 0, where F is a don-linear function of V that incorporates the trigonometric functions
of 0 that appear in U. Viewing (Oi, Oi) as the neasurement, and V as the estimated variable, we can directly apply the
;.xtended Kalman Filter formulas [2] to get a new estimate of V. In both cases, the underlying assumption is that the
angular and positional errors are small enough to justify local linearization.

In practice, the position update is activated by the map whenever objects are predicted to appear in the current
field of view of the sensor based on the estimated vehicle position. The error vector AV is initialized to 0 when the
position update module is activated and is updated every time a new match is found between map and image objects.
The module processes images until a sufficient number of matches is found, or until a maximum number of images,
typically ten, is reached. The first stopping criterion is needed because a minimum number of matches is required
for the final AV to be meaningful. The second criterion is needed because only the final estimate is sent to the other
modules which might have to wait for a long time if there were no limit on the number of images processed, thus
causing significant delays in the navigation system.

The output of this Kalman filter, AV and Cdv, are position corrections based on landmark observations. They
are converted to estimates of vehicle position P. and its covariance C. by adding the vehicle's position V and by
dropping the rotation terms. The P, and C,, terms are then fed to the Navigator module for its internal Kalman filter
for overall vehicle position estimation, as described in Section 53.

5.22 Dead Reckoning

Measuring model for odometry

The odometer reports the vehicle's distance traveled. Since this data is vital to vehicle positioning and sensor modeling,
a good model for the odometry system is essential.

There are two primary factors contributing to odometry data errors: terrain type and vehicle lateral acceleration
(i.e. turning radius and velocity). The terrain type has a dramatic effect on the accuracy of an odometer due to slippage.
For example, it is very easy to slip while traveling on loose gravel or mud versus asphalt. Slippage can also occur as
a result of varying lateral acceleration. Driving though sharp curves at a constant velocity will cause more slippage
than driving straight. For this study, we confined our driving to asphalt, so we modeled lateral acceleration slip but not
slips induced by terrain type.

The odometer of our vehicle consists of a shaft encoder reporting data from the differential of the rear axle. In
order to model this encoder data, experiments were conducted in a very large, fiat, asphalt parking lot in order to keep
the terrain type uniform and similar to typical situations. For each trial of the experiment, the vehicle was driven in a
circle while the vehicle speed was kept as constant as possible ( 3-5 mph). The vehicle's real time controller kept the
steering wheel at a constant position for each trial. Between successive runs, the steering wheel position was changed
in small intervals in order to collect data across the full range of steering directions. At each steering wheel position,
the vehicle was driven in a circle and the true circumference of the circle was measured by a fifth wheel measurement
device pulled behind the vehicle. In cases where the circle was too large for the available space, the vehicle was driven
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Figure 5.1: Fourteen ERIM laser range finder images. Dark pixels are close to the sensor and light pixels are farther
away. Corresponding objects are linked together across images.

on smaller portions of a circle (half, quarter, etc). The data from the fifth wheel was recorded and averaged if multiple
data was taken and used to compute the true distance traveled by the vehicle's origin (center of the rear axle). The
number of encoder counts received for each trial was recorded as well as the steering wheel position. Figure 5.2 shows
the result of this experiment.

The extremes of the x axis represent the sharpest turning radii of the vehicle where one would expect the most
slippage to occur. This is exactly what occurs as illustrated in Figure 52 by the longer distances traveled per encoder
count at the extremes. Also, as expected, the slippage diminishes as the radii become less sharp. Unfortniately,
contrary to our expectations, the data is not symmetrical about zero curvature and it is difficult to fit curves or use tables
for estimating an accurate odometry calibration function. One reason for this asymmetry may be uneven loading of the
vehicle causing more slip while making right rams. This and other hypotheses must be further investigated by more
data collection in the future. The nature of the current data made it impossible to accurately model the dependence of
the odometry accuracy on turning radius. Instead, we simply used the mean and the variance of the data in our position
estimation algorithm. Additional data was collected by driving the vehicle on a straight line between two carefully
surveyed points twenty times in order to have a better estimate of the mean and the variance. The mean for distance
traveled was 0.38885 mm/encoder count with a standard deviation of 0.0072785.

The vehicle's lateral position is also susceptible to slip. We discovered the extent of this slippage by measuring
the lateral position error at the termination point of the completed circles. As expected, the error reduced with
decreasing curvature. More data is required for determination of the exact relationship of the erro to curvature. The
mean (0) and the variance (0.5 lestimation.
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Wheel Angle vs. Steering Wheel Position
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Figure 5.2: Noise in distance traveled and its dependence on vehicle steering. Vertical axis is calibration of distance
traveled. Horizontal axis is steering wheel position from left turn to right turn.

Measuring model for steering angle

The turning radius of the vehicle is another crucial variable in position estimation. Estimating the turning radius
requires accurate measurement of the effective front wheel angle a. The simplest way to measure a is to measure
the position of the steering wheel. This requires a calibration function mapping the steering wheel position to a. lb
determine this function, the distance traveled was sampled from the odometer s and changes in heading 4 j, were
recorded from a gyroscope at short time intervals as the vehicle was driven on a wide variety of paths at different
speeds. The ratio of As to djp is the sensed radius of curvature.

Provided that the interval is short enough, we can assume that the steering wheel position is essentially constant
during this interval. Therefore, we can associate the measured radius of curvature with the particular steering wheel
position. The sensed curvature was stored in a table indexed by the steering wheel position and vehicle speeds. For a
better approximation of the steering wheel position, the steering encoder positions reported at the beginning and end of
the time interval were averaged and used to index the curvature table. Different measured radii for the same steering
encoder position were averaged as well. Figure 5.3 illustrates the data in these tables.
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Figure 5.3: Wheel angle vs. steering wheel position

There are several possible reasons for the uncertainty in the estimated curvature from the steering wheel position.
Tire slippage and deformation cause under/oversteering which varies the turning radius. Distortion in the sidewalls
of the tires is considered to be a major contributor to these errors since it causes the tire treads to move in a different
direction from the wheel rims. More detailed analysis of these factors and effects of vehicle dynamics are necessary
to discover other sources for this uncertainty in the curvature estimation. Position estimation using the steering wheel
and odometry data was quite accurate for distances less than twenty meters in typical situations. For longer distances,
the heading error was significant and prompted the usage of more accurate sensors for vehicle heading. To reset the
heading error, a gyroscope was used to measure vehicle heading and it was found to be extremely fast and accurate.
Currently, the data from the gyroscope in conjunction with the odometry is used for position estimation.

5.2.3 Neural Network Road Following

We employ neural network based vision for the road following component of the system. A single hidden layer back-
propagation network is trained to steer the vehicle using images from a video camera on board the Navlab. The video
images are projected onto the low resolution "retina" which comprises the input layer of the network (See Figure 5.4).
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Each unit in the input retina is fully connected to a layer of five hidden units which are in turn fully connected to a
layer of 30 output units. The output layer is a linear representation of the direction the vehicle should travel in order to
keep the vehicle on the road. The centermost output unit represented the "travel straight ahead" condition, while units
to the left and right of center represented successively sharper left and right turns.

Sharp Straight Sharp
Left Ahead Right

30 Output
Units

5 Hidden
Units

30x32 Sensor
Input Retina

Figure 5.4: Achitectu,-e of the neural network vision system used for road following

To drive the Navlab, an image from the video camera is projected onto the inputretina. In the forward propagation
phase, the retinal image produces a pattern of activation on the hidden units, which then produces a pattern of activation
on the output units. The influence one layer has on the next is determined by multiplying the activation level of the
units in the first layer by the strengths of the connections between the two layers. After completing this forward
propagation, a steering command is read off the output layer. The most active output unit determined the direction in
which to steer the vehicle.

The network learns to drive by showing it images of the road ahead and training it to output the direction the
human driver was steering in when each image was digitized. Using this technique, an individual network can learn
to imitate the steering characteristics of a person on a particular road type in under 5 minutes. For a mor detailed
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description of neural network based vision for autonomous driving, see [8].

Uncertainty Modeling

In order refine the vehicle's estimated position using the output of the road following system, it is necessary to have
an accurate model of uncertainty associated with the road follower's performance. Since the road following module
is used to make lateral corrections to the estimated vehicle position relative to the road, the important aspect of its
performance to quantify is how closely the road follower keeps the vehicle to the center of the road (or the center of
the appropriate lane on a multi-lane road). More specifically, we must measure the mean and variance of the road
follower's lateral error with respect to the road.

Measuring the road follower's accuracy is a two step process. The first step involves precisely determining the
position of the road center. This measurement process is difficult on the single lane road used as the primary test site
for this research, since broken pavement and fallen leaves frequently made estimating the exact location of road edges
difficult. The technique chosen to ensure maximum measurement accuracy is manually locating the road edges and
marking the point midway between them as the road center. To avoid disturbing the vision system with spurious image
features, the road center points are marked with paint which contrasts only slightly with the pavement. We delineate
the road center points once per meter over a 140 meter stretch of the test road, which included a straight stretch and
turns to the left and right.

The second step in quantifying the driving accuracy of the road following module is to measure how closely the
vision system kept the vehicle to the road center while driving autonomously. Because of the low contrast between
the pavement and the road center markings, the only feasible technique for determining how close to the center the
road follower keeps the vehicle is to measure it manually. Accurate real time measurement of the vehicle's relative
position every meter proved impractical, since the vehicle's usual speed is at least two meters per second. So instead,
we have designed an apparatus which allows the vehicle to leave a trail which can be carefully measured after the test
run. Specifically, we immersed one end of a narrow tube in a bucket of water, and attached the other end to the origin
of the vehicle's coordinate system, in the center of the rear axle. Using this apparatus as a siphon, the vehicle drips
water along the precise path it follows over the test road. By measuring the deviation of this drip trail from the road
center markings, we can estimate the mean and variance of the vision system's road following error. Since the trail is
only water, it evaporates quickly. This prevents the trail from interfering with trails made on subsequent runs.

With the road follower driving at 5 miles per hour along the 140 meter test section of road, the vehicle's mean
distance from the road center is 1.62 cm, with a variance of 52.49. These figures compare favorably with the same
measurements made when a person drives the vehicle. Under human control, the vehicle's mean distance from the
road center is 4.02 cm, with a variance of 30.03. It appears that the human driver, while more consistent than the
vision system, had a inaccurate estimate of the vehicle's centerline, and therefore drove slightly right of the road center.
Studies of human driving performance have found similar steady state errors and variances in vehicle lateral position.
Blaauw [1I found consistent displacements of up to 7 cm were not uncommon when people drove on highways. On the
same task, Blaauw reports standard deviations in lateral error ranging from 16.6 to 36.4 depending on the individual.

5.3 Annotated Maps

Once the individual components are built and calibrated, we still need a software framework to tie all the pieces into a
coherent and useful system. We use the EDDIE architectural toolkit to combine information from the road follower,
from the landmark recognizer, from dead reckoning, from the map, and from human planning in order to perform an
autonomous mission. EDDIE consists of a communications library, which sets up direct communication links between
processes, a database library, which maintains a local "list" of objects in the map, and a set of resources. These
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resources are servers that clients can talk with via the communications library. The two most significant resources
are the Annotated Maps module [9], which is used as both a means to efficiently query the object database and as a
positional alarm clock, and the Navigator module, which is used to maintain the best estimate of the vehicle's position
on the map.

The object database contains all the information about the world. The map can contain the following types of
objects:

"* Generic objects: Discrete circular or polygonal objects, e.g., trees, mailboxes.

"* Road points: Road points are linked together to form roads

"* Intersections: Intersections link different roads together

"* Meta objects: Meta objects are used primarily for global information about roads. For example, a road's meta
object might contain the name of the street.

"• Alarms: These are artificial objects placed in the map for control purposes.

Each object in the database can be annotated with extra information that individual clients in the database have
to interpret.

The Annotated Maps module takes the list of object descriptions and forms a two dimensional grid so it can
answer queries about the object database more efficiently. For example, the object matcher has to know what objects
are in its field of view. To find this out it could look through the object database, checking for objects that overlap
the field of view polygon, but this would be very inefficient for a large database. Instead, the recognizer can send the
polygon to the Annotated Maps module which can use the grid to quickly find the objects within the polygon.

The Annotated Maps module is not just a passive geometric database, it is actively involved in the control of the
system. The alarm objects are placed in the map by a human user to plan the scenario. Alarms are conceptual objects
in the map, and can be lines. circles, or regions. Each alarm is annotated with a list of client modules to notify and the
information to send to each when the alarm is triggered. When the Annotated Map manager notices that the vehicle is
crossing an alarm on the map, it sends the information to the pertinent modules. The map manager does not interpret
the alarm annotations: that is up to the client modules.

Alarms can be thought of as positionally based production rules. Instead of using perception based production
rules such as, "If A is observed, then perform action B", an Annotated Map based system has rules of the form, "If
location A is reached, then perform action B". Thus we reduce the problem of making high level decisions from the
difficult task of perceiving and reacting to external events to the relatively simple task of monitoring and updating the
vehicle's position.

The first step in building an Annotated Map is collecting geometric information about the environment. We
build our maps by driving the vehicle over roads and linking the road segments together at intersections. Once a road
is built, the human user can create a "meta object" for that road which describes the whole road. In this system, we
annotate a road's meta object with a short description or label and with the absolute orientation of the vehicle at the start
of the road. At the same time, a laser range finder is used to record the positions of landmarks such as mailboxes, trees,
and telephone poles. The landmark collector also annotates each object it finds with the two dimensional covariance
of the object's position, in addition to its location and description, which can be used later by the object matcher. After
the map building phase, a human planner draws "trigger lines" across the road at various locations. For example, the
person knows that when approaching an intersection, the vehicle should slow down, and so chooses to put the trigger
line at the approach to an intersection. The trigger line goes across the road at that point, and is annotated with a string
of bits that represents the new speed of the vehicle. During the run, when the vehicle crosses the trigger line, the map
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manager sends the string of bits to a module that interprets the information and slows the vehicle to the desired speed.
In our current system, alarms are interpreted as commands, but there is no predefined "correct" way for a module to
react to an alarm. Depending on its content, an alarm could also be interpreted as a wakeup call, or even as simply
advice.

The EDDIE toolkit glues together our system, with the database providing the information, with the Navigator
fusing position estimation's to pinpoint position, and with the Annotated Maps module- providing the symbolic
information and control knowledge necessary for a fully autonomous mission.

Because position information is so critical to an Annotated Map system, the Navigator resource module uses
multiple knowledge sources to determine the vehicle's current location in the map. The Navigator uses the Kalman
filter techniques described elsewhere in this paper to combine positioning information from our inertial navigation
system, from the road follower, and from the landmark matcher to refine the vehicle's map position. The Navigator
sends updates of this position to all modules that need global map positioning.

5.4 Filtered Position Updates

5.4.1 Corrections

In our implementation, the Navigator maintains a correction transform rather than the actual position. The vehicle
controller provides positioning information completely independently of the map. This positioning information is
derived from gyros and dead reckoning, and is in an arbitrary frame of reference that we call the controller coordinates.
Client modules that do not need the map can use positioning information in controller coordinates. For example, a
road following vision system might be interested only in the motion of the vehicle between frames, since it does not
need to know the absolute position of the vehicle on the map, so it can directly use the controller position to get relative
motion. Other modules, which need to use the map, need the transform T,,," which converts controller coordinates
to map coordinates. This To• transform is maintained by the Navigator. Thus, a module which needs to know the
current position of the vehicle on the map must first acquire the current T.o,u, then query the controller for the current
vehicle position in controller coordinates, then apply Tu to convert to map coordinates.

There are several advantages of this system. First, the controller coordinates are never updated, so modules
do not have to worry about jumps in relative locations of nearby objects that are stored in controller coordinates. In
other schemes, when a position correction happens all objects stored in the current local coordinate system must be
updated. Second, the position corrections which do occur (when the T,•,u is updated) can occur in a separate, possibly
slower process (the Navigator), without interrupting the real-time loops of the controller. This decomposes our system
logically into a fast system running in local coordinates, and a separate set of often slower processes that need to refer
to the map. Besides being a good design tool, this is also a practical help in doing the updates. Time is no longer
as important a quantity. Directly updating the controller's position would require changing the position estimate in
real time, while the controller is still doing dead reckoning. In our scheme, instead, the Navigator's ToH can be
updated with no real-time concern, since it is not rapidly changing. Also, filtering the relatively stable quantity T.
is relatively easy since it will typically require only small changes. This also means that the compounding operation,
which increases positional uncertainty during dead reckoning between landmark fixes, is also simplified. The mean of
the Tom stays constant during compounding, and only the positional covariance Cp must be changed.

5.4.2 Filter Design

To estimate the vehicle's position as accurately as possible, odometry data, gyroscope heading data, ERIM data, and
road information are used in conjunction with previously recorded maps to estimate vehicle position and uncertainty.
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The vehicle heading is measured by a commercial gyroscope which employs its own Kalman filters to encorporate
compass and gyroscope data to produce exceptionally accurate heading data. This gyroscope was made by the Litton
corporation for aiming guns accurately. For this reason, the filter formulation is only concerned with the vehicle's x
and y coordinates assuming perfect heading (theta) estimation from the commercial gyroscope.

The Navigator uses the real time controller's position estimation derived from the odometry and heading data
as a basis for an internal transform developed from ERIM and map information. The Kalman filter is a black box
to the Navigator which internally maintains the position uncertainty. The Navigator invokes two operations in this
formulation, the compounding and the merging. Figure 5.5 shows the covariance compounding and merging equations.

Compounding Equations Kalman Filter Equations

ov = JP+K(PM-P)
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Figure 5.5: Kalman filter equations

The compounding operation is invoked at regular distance intervals of 0.5 meters. The covariance matrix for
dead reckoning, CD, contains the variance of lateral error or, and distance traveled ad. These variances are assumed
independent. at and o-, are updated using the variances previously determined from odomnetry data and road follower
performance. The new position covariance matrix Cp is computed by using the Jacobian J to compound CD and the
old C,.

The merging operation is invoked when another module provides an estimate of the vehicle position. In our
current system, these additional estimates occur when the object matcher finds a new vehicle position fiom landmarks
or when the road follower provides a steering command. The Navigator is given a vehicle position P., measured by one
of the perception systems and corresponding covariance matrix C,. P. and C,. are merged with the current estimates
of position P and uncertainty C. by the Kalman filter. This merging operation updates the covariance. C., and returns
the updated position P'. The Navigator uses the new map position P' and the controller position (x , yc) to generate a
new T,,,,.

The landmark matcher directly gives the Navigator a new estimated vehicle position P. and its covariance C..
The Kalman filter module directly uses these values, plus the old position estimate P, as the inputs to its filter.

To update)', and C,, from the map from road information, the Navigator follows a similar procedure. First, the
Navigator uses the current transform T., to estimate vehicle position P. It then projects P onto the road, to find the
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measured vehicle position P., since the road follower is assumed to keep the vehicle on the road center. Road updates
can move the vehicle position perpendicularly to the road but not along the road. The Navigator therefore forms a
covariance matrix C. oriented along the road, with the road follower's error estimate perpendicular to the road and an
essentially infinite variance along the road. As in landmark matching, the P,, estimate, the C, covariance, and the P
prior position estimate are passed to the Kalman filter module to generate a new P' and C.. The new P' is used by the
Navigator to build its new T,,u.

5.5 Experiments and Results

5.5.1 Results

We tested the system on a twisting park trail near campus. A human driver drove up the road to map it while the
object detector found landmarks such as large trees. The object detector annotated each landmark with its observed
covariance in x and y. After we built the map, we put one trigger line in it which tells the landmark matcher to start
looking for landmarks during a run. One such map is shown in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.: Map built of test area showing the road and trees.

To start a run, the driver drives the vehicle onto the road, and the operator then estimates the vehicle's initial
position. The initial orientation is calculated by taking the difference between the angle currently reported by the gyros
and the gyro angle annotated in the nearest road and adding that difference to the map angle annotated in the nearest
road. The amount of drift in the gyros was small enough that this method of orienting the vehicle was much more
accurate than just guessing the vehicles orientation. We estimated the initial uncertainty of the vehicles position as
three meters in x and y. Figure 5.7 shows the uncertainty ellipse of the vehicle in the middle of the run after being
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shortened along the direction of the road by landmark matching and after being thinned by updates from the road
follower.

Figure 5.7: Vehicle position and uncertainty during a run

One interesting result is that making lateral road corrections on a curving road can correct an error in position
along the road. This is not immediately obvious intuitively since an individual road correction gives no information
about the position of the vehicle along the road, only information about the lateral position of the vehicle on the road.
We first noticed this effect by observing the changes in uncertainty ellipses during a run. In Figure 5.8, a vehicle has a
circular uncertainty at position a, and after a road update at position b the uncertainty ellipse becomes a needle in the
direction of the road. Imagine that the ýehicle travels through the comer. At position c it has an uncertainty ellipse
very similar to at position b, but after another road update at position d, the ellipse shrinks drastically. Simply from
local road updates, we are vastly more confident about the position of the vehicle along the road at position d than at
position a. This implies that the apparently difficult problem of using road curvatures as landmarks is solved by simply
making local corrections to the vehicle's position perpendicular to the road.

This effect was evident in our runs. We deliberately started the vehicle in the wrong place in the map, displaced
along the road by 4 meters. The landmark matcher could not match landmarks with this large an error, so it failed
initially. After going through a curve with just road updates, the position in the map was close enough to the position
in the real world that the landmark matcher was able to match sensed objects with map objects and further refine the
position.

Are there cases in which the road updates confuse the position along the road? Unfortunately, yes. The
autonomous road follower drives slightly differently than the human driver who made the map. For instance, the road
follower may cut a corner slightly more than the human driver. Our model assumes that the vehicle is in the center of
the road, even though it is not. A series of very slightly erroneous corrections going through a corner will result in an
error in the distance along the map. Figure 5.9 illustrates the problem. This problem could be addressed by having te
road follower be the driver when making the maps, or by increasing the compounding error in the direction of travel
when going through a curve, or by simply not performing road updates when the vehicle is going through a curve.
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a. Before road update

Figure 5.8: Effects of road updates on position uncertainty

We made a series of runs with the vehicle and measured performance qualitatively, and derived some preliminary
quantitative measurements from system performance. Qualitatively, the most important criterion is that the landmark
matcher should be able to find landmarks within its expected error. We found that to be the true in nearly all cases.
Quantitatively, at the end of typical runs of 350 meters, the position updates generated by the matcher were usually
between 5 to 10cm.

5.5.2 Future Work

There are several areas still open for investigation.
Curves and matching. Since the road follower provides position updates only perpendicular to the road, we

rely on knowing the road direction fairly accurately. If the vehicle is in a tight curve, and has significant positional
error along the road, it will also have significant uncertainty in the direction along which road updates should take
place. We need to model and account for that error, or to not perform road updates while driving on tight eurves.

Map errors. Our error formulations does not account for errors in road position on the map. We do record the
covariance of the estimate of landmark positions, but that is relative to an assumed perfect vehicle position on the road.
A fairly accurate approximation is that the map has the same error characteristics as the vehicle driving, so treating
the map as perfect and doubling the error estimates during retraversal should work. Better estimates of map error will
become more important as we continue to work on building more accurate maps.

Correlated errors. We treat our errors as zero-mean, uncorrelated, with a Gaussian distribution. In fact, errors
in certain systems like the road follower tend to be correlated in time: if the vehicle is 10 cm off at one instant, it is
unlikely to be 10 cm the opposite direction in the next instant. This undoubtedly limits our performance.

Dead reckoning errors. We know that errors in dead reckoning are linked to radius of curvature. We believe that
lateral and longitudinal errors are also linked. Our current data sets do not give us a meaningful basis for representing
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Road follower path

Figure 5.9: Errors caused by road updates during inaccurate driving through a turn.

those relationships. The net effect is to generate another source of correlated errors. If the vehicle drives along a long
curve with constant radius, the mean distance traveled will have a small bias from the mean over all possible directions
of travel.

Measuring system performance. It is comparatively easy to measure system repeatability, by making several
runs over the same route and recording the end position of the vehicle. It is much harder to measure absolute accuracy.
Our current test course is lined with trees, so there is no clear line of sight along which to use a theodolite. We
will either have to subcontract a surveyor to make a complete map, or run in a less interesting test site just to make
measurements.

Other environments. The tests described in this paper involveroad following with relatively discrete landmarks,
such as trees. The precision of our dead reckoning will degrade when we make cross-country runs on dirt and mud,
and the precision of landmark matching will be less when we are trying to recognize less structured features such as
piles of rocks.
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